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This document is the concluding statement of the 1996 I5ME Commission 
for Community Music Activity. It sets forth the ideals, characteristics, principles, 
and recommendations for the future development of community music programs. 

Present and Future Ideals 

Community Music is a vital and dynamic force that provides _p~~~ 
with access to and education in a wide range of musics and musical experiences. 
Community Music programs are based on the premise that everyone has the right 
and ability to make and create musics. Accordingly, such programs can act as a 
counterbalance and complement to formal music institutions and commercial 
music concerns. 

In addition to involving participants in the enjoyment of active music
making and creati~ ~ty Music programs provide opportunities to 
construct person~expressions of artistic, social and political concerns. In the 
pursuit of musicai excellence and innovation, Community Music programs also 
contribute to the development of economic regeneration, creating job opportunities 
in the cultural sectors, and enhancing the quality of life for communities. In all 
these ways Community Music programs complement, interface with, and extend 
formal music education structures. 
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The Nature of Community Music 

At the heart of excellent Community Music programs are the following 

characteristics: 
• active participation in music-making of all kinds (performing, improvising and 

creating) 
• the development of active musical knowing ( including verbal musical 

knowledge where appropriate) 
• multiple student/tutor relationships and processes 
• emphasis on a variety and diversity of musics that reflect and enrich the cultural 

life of the community 
• a commitment to life-long musical learning and access for all members of the 

community 
. • a recognition that social and personal growth within the participant's experience 

is as important as their musical growth 
• a belief in the value and use of music to foster inter-cultural acceptance and 

understanding 
• an on-going commitment to accountability through frequent and diverse 

assessment and evaluation procedures 

Distinctive Means of Community Music Programs 

Community Music programs accomplish their aims through the following means: 
• flexible teaching and learning modes (oral, notational, holistic, analytic) 
• excellence in both the processes and products of music-making 
• the honouring of origins and intents of specific musical practices 
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Calls for Action 

Cultural Diversity in Community Music 

Musics of the world are relevant for musical practice and music education 
because of increased accessibility (through media and travel) and in~reased 
~obili~ (migration). This diversity creates the possibility for openness and 
mnovatIo~ throu~h many practical models for teaching and learning at all levels. 
Com~umty MUSIC programs should encompass an appropriate range of musical 
practices, processes, materials, and philosophies from different cultures. 

We recommend the following initiatives: 

• Fundamentally re-structure music education across the board 
• establish music practice-oriented pilot proiects both outside and 'thi 

, • ;J WI n 
eXIsting structures of music education . 

• encourage collaboration and cross-over 
• develop resources and make them widely available 
• approach music education and music in education from a 'world' perspecti 
(including music history) ve 

To f~cilitate all of the above, we recommend the international exchange of ood 
practice, networking, and training programmes, g 
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Calls for Action 

Music Technology 

Existing and evolving music technology (e.g. synthesisers, samplers, MIDI
controllers, portastudios, software) has enormous potential in the field of 
Community Music in the 21st century. Technology permits and encourages ~ 
to all forms of music-making for new groups of creators -- with or without 
traditionally taught musical knowledge -- to ~ome a reality, enabling the 
production of music of genuine quality. Communication technology allows 
musical interaction to happen on any level (local or global). 

In addition, new technology allows Community Music programs to function 
as fulcrums for the development of new musical languages and styles, the 
expansion of present understandings of the nature of music, and the facilitation of 
performances and publications. In all these ways, music technology opens 
windows to music and music-making for disenfranchised sections of the 
population. 

We recommend the following initiatives: 

• utilise existing and evolving networks of all kinds, from the grass-roots level to 
formal institutions local and world-wide 

• foster collaborations that finance and share technological resources 
• demystify technology by emphasising and creating user-friendly strategies 
• expand access to existing technology centres and resources 
• recognise that technology is not equally available in all countries and 

communities 
• reflect critically upon the limitations of technology (including issues of cost, 

ownership, accessibility, institutionalisation, and forward-looking vs. backward
looking adaptations) 
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Calls for Action 

Teacher Training for Community Music Programs 

The present and future of Community Music requires the development of 
excellent training programs (informal and formal) for Community Music 
professionals. As well as fostering the musical, educational and finance-related 
competencies of these professionals, training programs should provide leadership 
in creating partnerships among Community Music programs, professional and 
amateur music-makers, and formal educational institutions. 

We recommend the following initiatives: 

• develop international centres for Community Music training 
• design varied models for teacher training 
• generate a database of existing Community Music training programs 
• formulate varied approaches to the recruitment of Community Music workers 



Teaching World Music in the Netherlands: approach, content and 
methodology as instruments to achieve accessibiHty in a fossilized 
system of music education . 

Huib Schipper 

In the field of community music education, the Netherlands has a rather unique 
position in Europe: community music projects basically do not exist at any scale. To 
trace the occurrence of this awkward phenomenon, it is necessary to trace the 
history of organised music education in the Netherlands. 

In the second half of the last century, and the first half of the 20th, a number of 
enlightened individuals and groups of music lovers decided it was necessary -or at 
least laudable- to make the great heritage of westem classical music accessible 
more widely. These people were not poor. At first, they paid for the entire project 
themselves. As time went by, however, they decided to ask the government for 
financial support. After all, they intended to spread beauty amongst the common 
people. The government went along with the idea, as could be expected: 

.those who made the decisions came from the same class as those who came up 
with the idea. 

In this way, the basis was laid for out current, highly organised sy~tem of music 
schools. At present, there are close to two hundred music schools (some in .the form 
of music departments within combined institutes for arts ·edl!cation) in the 
Netherlands. This is a high density in a country, which is less then 500 square 
kilometres, inhabited by some 15 million people. 

Nowadays, the music schools are mostly funded by local governments. Between 
them, the music schools have a yearly turnover of about 250 million guilC:.::rs, 
employing 2000 teachers, most of whom have tenure, and. teaching about 250,000 
students, mostly children, who pay low rates for weekly instrumental lessons. 
Typically, there is an annual fee of about UKP 200. 

- a year, because 60 to 70% of the actual costs of the lessons are subsidized. 

It sounds like a beautiful dream. But there are a few critical remarks to be made on 
the subject. When we take a closer look at the student population of music schools 
in tne Netherlands, we find that they largely come from a fairly affluent cultural elite, 
where the parents would in fact be able to pay for private tuition. In this way, music 
schools are mainly used to support the education of children that get a very proper 
education anyway. The reaching out across all levels of society has failed miserably. 
At ·the end of the day, music schools in the Netherlands are successful community 
projects, but only for the middle classes. 

There are several reasons for this partial failure. First of all, formal music education 
in western classical music requires more than merely financial accessibility: it needs 
the support of a family culture. Secondly, the image and prestige of learning music at 
a music school are only positive in certain circles: in certain areas of Amsterdam, it is 



simply not cool to tell your little friends that you plar viola da ~~mba. Which leads ~s 
to the last and most serious drawback of our slightly fosslllz~d system ~f musIc 
education: the subject matter of music education at the musIc schools IS based . 
almost exclusively on western classical music. 

Historically it is clear that this is a relic from the days that one small group in society 
decided th~t what they liked was good for everybody. But from a present-day 
perspective. it is not difficult to imagine that 18th and 1 9th ~Iitist European ~usic fail 
to attract the interest of children and young adults from a wide range of social strata 
in society. It is even easier to imagine that it attracts virtually no children from other 
cultures. barring a handful of Asians. who are the only ones that outdo the Dutch in 
believing that by definition. music education is learning western classical music. 

Of course. there is nothing wrong with a well-organised system of music education 
for western classical music in itself. What is harmful. however. is that it has stopped 
the development of other forms of music education at all levels in a country where 
there is a basic readiness to spend serious amounts of money in this field. But 
governments will spend money only once. with the result that music education in 
community centres and in schools is generally of a deplorable level. 

In the past ten years. however. we have seen signs of significant change. A good 
number of music schools have struck on the brilliant idea of incorporating popular 
(mostly rock) music in their curriculum. Music schools are starting to work more and 
more in (or in a close corporation with) primary schools. some even with community 
centres. And in a dozen large music schools. music from other cultures has become 
an integrated part of the course program. In this field. now generally referred to as 
Teaching World Music'. the Netherlands has developed a practice and theory that 
can serve as a source of inspiration to other multicultural societies as well. And 
made mistakes that may help others avoid similar pitfalls. 

That is what this paper is a~out. 

When public music schools in the Netherlands first 'started introducing world music' 
in. th:. curri~ulum. .back in the. early ~ighties. they were specifically aimed at 
mlnontles. Little projects of Turkish musIC were set up for Turkish students music 
from the Caribbean was taught to Surinam students. etc. Similar project~ in the 
"":,inority arts" were started in other parts of the Netherlands. It was basically the 
thing to do. A~e~ all. one had ~o show ones compassion and respect for minorities. 
Moreover. a minimum of commitment was required from the institutes. 

The projects could usually be funded externally. so they did not interfere with the 
core activity: teaching western classical music. 

Generally. no effort was made to integrate these lessons. the teachers the student 
~nd the music into the system of the music schools. The courses w~re like sma~ 
Islands. completely isolated from the support they needed in terms of content 
methodology. organization. ahd PR.. No wonder most of the courses died a slo • 
death (and occasionally a quick. violent one) after problems with teachers PUPil

w 

subsidies. and especially the culture of teaching: problems that nobody ~eeme~ 
re~d~ to tacKle. for fear of trespassing on foreign c<ultural ground. The underlying 
principle seems to have been tha~ Turkish music is particularly or even only relevant 
to people from Turkey. Arab 'muslc to Moroccans. e~c. Everybody followed this idea 
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without giving it too much thought. 

Then. towards the end of the eighties. the concept "world music" made its entry in 
the Netherlands. Although the term has been used in different ways. in this context it 
might be most fruitful to define world music not as a form of music. or even a wide 
variety of different musics. but as "the phenomenon of musical instruments. genres. 
and styles establishing themselves outside their cultures of origin." It goes without 
saying that this is a phenomenon on the rise. Moreover. it is two-way traffic. Not only 
do we see an increasing number of musicians and musical styles from Africa. India. 
the world of Islam and the Caribbean coming to the West. but also the music of 
Mozart is being taught in conservatories in China and West Africa. and Michael 
Jackson is for sale in cassette shops from Timbuktu to Jakarta. 

How can that be? Haven't we learned that music is inextricably linked to its culture of 
origin? 

Maybe it is to some extent. But if ritual music from West African villages drives 
people to frenzied applause in a concert hall in Paris, if Indian court music finds 
willing ears from Sidney to Stockholm. and 18th century Lutheran German music is 
appreciated in 20tl:1 century Tokyo and New York, we may have to reconsider our 
preconceived ideas concerning cultural context. Without claiming naively that music 
is a universal language that transcends all boundaries. we must come to the 
conclusion that most music travels remarkably well. 

Based on this idea, the Amsterdam Music School began to set up a substantial world 
music department in 1990, well integrated into the regular structures: the same 
classrooms, the same numbers of students per hour. the same rates, the same 
contracts for teachers. Only the music was different: kaseko, ragas.. shomyo, 
maqams: twenty-five specialists started teaching music from about ten different 
cultural areas. Some of the musical traditions did have a direct link to minorities. 
others hardly or not at all. But they were all considered worthwhile from a musical . 
point of view. In that way, the courses at the world music school did not function as a 
SUbstitute community centre, but rather as part of an institute for arts education. on 
an equal footing with lessons 'in classical piano or jazz drumming. The focus was on 
the art; reaching new groups of pupils was a secondary goal. 

Such an approach has worked rather well in the Netherlands. Even before the 
department was officially opened, almost three hundred students had registered for 
courses at the Amsterdam World Music School. It turned out that about half of them 
were Dutch, and the other half from a wide variety of people with a non-Dutch 
background. That provided us with the basis. for true integration of non-western 
music into the school, not merely another minority ghetto in a white institute. The 
media responded enthusiastically to the world music school: about twenty national 
magazines and newspapers published articles on the new initiative, a dozen or so 
programs were broadcast on national radio. and a couple of television programs 
were made. 

A third group of reactions came from other music schools in the Netherlands. Many 
music school directors, who had seen projects with non-western music go wrong in 
the eighties, wanted to see if this new approach would work for them as well. First 
VKV, then LOKV, the Netherlands Institute for Arts Education, took on the 
responsibility of co-ordinating the developments of world music schools on a national 



· a·or music schools in the Netherlands have a 
scale. Now, six years later, a dozen m ~II on their way to starting one. Some have 
world music department; others are w d many of the students are beginning to 
been active for a number of years now, an 
show remarkable skill in playing their instruments. . 

t king lessons weekly at one of the world 
Alm~st two thoustand tstude~~ca~:~~: i~ the Netherlands. Meanwhile, the world' 
musIc departmen s a a m f d · 1990 ha II 
music department of the Rotterdam Conservatory, also orme In '. s w.e 

over a hundred students training to be professional performer~ or teac.hers In ~atm-
A · . A nt·lnean tango flamenco guitar and Indian classical musIc. In mencan mUSIC, rge , . 
addition, a number of projects for music education In schools has bee~ de~eloped 
with specialist teachers from world music schools. It seems that .wlth th.IS new 
approach, we have at least been able to answer a few of the questions raised by . 
modern multicultural societies. 

This 'does not mean that we have all the answers. In fact, doing this kind of work 
raises more questions than it answers. But the questions get more and more focused 
and interesting. First, there are those concerning the position of world music in the 
institute one is working in, and in the society that surrounds it. A model that is being 
used in teacher training for primary schools in Amsterdam provides us with a useful 
structure. They discern between four approaches to. multicultural societies: 

Monocultural 

Minorities have to conform to the dominant culture: the standard approach to 
'integration' until recently, and still widely adhered to in countries like France. 

Multicultural 

Various cultures exist separate from each other, e~g .. black and white culture in the 
US. 

Intercultural 

Contact between cultures through school/work, but generally at a superficial level. 

Transcultural 

Far~re.aching integration; repres~ntativ~s of different cultures accept and even 
aSSimilate each others values. A bit UtOPIC but interesting to k . . d I ' eep In min as a goa. 

If we translate these four approaches to music education, we come up with 
semething like this: 

I. 
I 
I 
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Monocultural 

Everybody learns music based on the principles and methodology of the dominant 
(e.g. Western) music: the usual situation in music education in the WestelTl world. 

Multicultural 

Different ethnic groups are taught the musics of their specific culture. See the 
'minorities projects' in the Netherlands in the early eighties. 

Intercultural 

Pupils are confronted with a variety of musical cultures on a voluntary basis. May 
include attempts at fusion. 

Transcultural 

Pupils are introduced to music through musical principles drawn from a variety of 
musical cultures in order to build up a wide frame of reference to study or appreciate 
many different forms of music. 

Utopia again? Not necessarily. We are slowly developing towards a program for 
music in schools where these aims can be realised. That does involve a lot of work, 
both practical and in making. choices. For instance in the field of teaching 
methodologies. Quite surprisingly, the problems we have had to face in this area 
have not been as serious as we expected. So far, te.aching musics that have been 
handed down orally for centuries has not posed insoluble dilemmas, altho!J9h it has 
forced teachers to rethink the efficiency of their teaching, especially in relation to 
time. Because there is a difference between a one hour ·Iesson per week and 
spending twenty years in the house of a music guru in Calcutta. But this is a problem 
that music students have to face in the countries where the music originates, as·well. 
It is also a problem that is much more serious at the level of the conservatories than 
at music school or primary school level. 

A related problem is: how do we control the quality of the teaching? This is a more 
serious questron. There are virtually no methodologies and books of well-developed 
lesson material for most forms of world music. And teacher training, which is 
generally pretty bad in western music, is basically non-existent in most other 
countries, certainly where teaching in institutions is concerned. We have made some 
progress, however. A world music teacher training course was held for two groups of 
twenty world musicians with little or no training in teaching. 

Rather than learning how to teach according to western methodology, they were ' 
taught to think how their .music and system of teaching would be most efficient in the 
context of a western music school. We have also begun developing systematic 
teaching material for several subjects, but there is still much work to do. 

Something one comes to realize while working with new approaches to teaching; is 



that it affects the music itself. The pro~ss of teaching music greatly. i.nfluences the 
way it is played and the patterns of thought behind. it. The tr~nsltlon fro~ oral 
tradition to written which we are witnessing in the teaching of Turkish saz her~ In the 
Netherlands, will 'ultimately change the music itself, just as it changed with t~e 
disappearance of the tradition of the asik in Anatolia. In such a way, western musIc 
must. have changed with the introduction of notation. 

We (westerners) tend to have a rather paternalistic approach to traditional arts, 
thinking they should stay the same, like our own beautiful, uniquely fossilized 
classical music. The truth is that most musics are in a state of constant change, due 
to social and cultural developments, and migrations. And the resulting changes are 
an organic part of the ongoing process of loss and renewal that characterizes living 
traditions. If we do not see music in this way, we cannot teach it properly. 

In that context, it is useful to realise the wide range of methodological approaches 
that we find in different traditions, and often even within one tradition. We tend to 
generalise about non-western musical traditions, saying that they are handed down 
orally, as opposed to western music teaching, which is dominantly based on 
notation. Often, these approaches are considered synonymous with 'holistic' and 
analytic. In fact, these four concepts are best represented in two parallel lines, that 
illustrate continuums: . 

oral notation 

holistic analytic 

Every system of music education can be placed on these lines. Often the position on 
the two lines is roughly the same: Western classical music teaching is generally 
towards the right, while the traditional ways of handing down African percussion is 
very much to the left of the diag~am . Japanese traditional music, however, is taught 
from notation, but entirely holistic, while South Indian classical music tends to be 
handed down orally, but in a very analytical fashion. Most music learning in practice 
involves a wide range of activities in different.places on both continuums. 

Inflexibility in this field is one of the key reasons why music education does not reach 
across all strata of society, as the founding fathers of music schools envisioned. And 
although the inclusion of world music in public music schools has opened up these 
institutes to some new groups, there is still much work to be done, in the Netherlands 
and elsewhere. Community projects, that tend to be flexible by definition rather then 
by exception, might well prove to be a key factor in this development. For the 
sucCess of music education does. not lie in the virtuosity of a handful of young violin 
players, but in creating the opportunity for as many people as possible to find out for 
themselves if there is anything in music for them, whether it be world music rock or 
cl~ssical music. . , , 

Amsterdam, May. 1996 
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Training Community Musicians for the 21st Century 

Phil Mullen 

I feel that what my paper should give are some reflections based on my experience 
of running a two year training course for community musicians at Goldsmiths 
College, University of London, for the last five years. As it is still early days in this 
field, I hope that my observations will be of some use to other trainers. I hope to give 
. a positive picture. 

To give a bit of background; I trained with Community Music London and the late 
John Stevens in 1985-86 and although I had been a private music teacher before 
this, it was then that I became strongly involved with community music. I started 
working for Goldsmiths in 1988 as part of their outreach education team working with 
homeless people in South London. In 1990 I set up what is now the Certificate in 
Music Workshop Skills as a pilot course. It became certificated in 1991 and is rated 
the equivalent of Level 1 of a relevant degree. The course runs for two years and 
takes up one full day ( 6 hours) a week, contact time for the students. There are also 
tutorials/placements/project assignments and a short course in music technology. 
Every student doing the course has found it to be a very major commitment and 
although we have had very good work from the students no one has found it easy. I 
have been the main course tutor, sharing the load in the second year with guests 
brought in for specific topics. I have also coordinated the course and evaluated 
student projects: 

A brief outline for the course would be: 

In the first year students work as a group devising' pieces and projects, playing, 
improvising and doing workshops together. There are discussions on issues relating 
to groupwork and being community musicians such as disabiUty awareness, working 
in institutions, networking and so on. There is tuition on musicianship and harmony. 
Students look at music systems like search and reflect and solfa, examine . their 
relevance, and run workshops in class with the group. They also do a small research 
project. The main thing about the first year, is that we can try things out and learn 
from feedback. Also, they can go to a placement, see what it's like, bring 
information bac;:k, and discuss it. By the end of the first year, students usually have a 
realistic picture of·what is involved and perhaps some idea of where they are going. 

In year two, my role is in a more tutorial or problem solving capacity as stUdents are 
engaged in their own projects and research work. We bring people in to do modules 
on fund-raising, practicality of running and setting up projects, working with a 
particular client group, and learning new skills such as Samba. In the first few years 
we covered a wide range of subjects through guest lectures. Now we do fewer topics 
.but much more in depth. Students also study music technology. The main thing ' 
about the second year is that the students, while they still have the saf~ty of the 
group to fall back on, now have to get ~ut and do the work. Apart from testing their 
musical skills in class workshops, they must now do field research and set up, run, 
and evaluate their own workshop project. It is a pretty tough workload in practice and 
I am often amazed at the change in students halfway through the second year. 



. . , . London is very often on a sessional basis and 
W rk· s a community musICian In . k 'th th o Ing a t t d nts are doing several sessions a wee WI e 
by the end of the course mos ~ u e . 
client group they wish to work with. 

. . of what we do. I would now like to talk about my experiences 
!ha~ IS a rou~:a~I~~~~ing with intake. To me intake has been the crucial issue. No 
In dlfferentr~ f are required for the course, everyone enters through interview 
formal dqit~a I lea, tlohnesauditiOnS students play what they want and I judge it. There is no 
and au Ion. n . II . th t 
sight reading or set test and I think that has be~n atantag7ou~t~n a 0fi~lng ~ ~~e~ 
variety of students we've had to get in. I'm looking or peop.te WI ~o~ I e~ce ~n their 
music making and a keen understanding of what commUni y musIc IS an w y ey 

want to be involved. 

In the auditions I try consciously to build a group taking account of instruments 
played, background, gender and so on. Sometimes this can be very exciting. One 
year I had a funk drummer, classical vocalis.t, tenor. pan player, trumpet, sax, str~ng 
quartet, clarinet, two pianists, folk fiddler, Chinese pippa player and blues harmOnica 
player as well as som~one who made his own instruments. This group became very 
close knit and ran some wonderful projects and exciting inclass workshops. 

In terms of attracting different voices from the community, I've come up against my 
single biggest problem, resourcing. It costs money to advertise and while a 
community arts group will clearly understand the need to advertise in The Voice or 
Disability Arts in London Magazine, it may not be so obvious to the powers that be in 
a cOllege, that getting the proper mix of students is crucial to the success of a course 
like this. Goldsmiths has also issues about accessibility that can make it uninviting. 
As well as the difficulty in attracting the right students there are also issues about 
keeping them there. I lost some students who had a lot to give to the course in terms 
of viewpoint and experience, but who, unused to the college environment, found it 
hard to find their voice in the group. Although in theory everyone's contribution was 
equal, in practice, it was often those who had the educational background who felt 
more at ease in expressing themselves, and some of the others dropped out. If I'm 
presenting a picture of a whole load of 'middle class graduates taking over, I'm glad 
to say that this was not the case but .it is an issue I have had to address right 
through. 

The only solution I feel is adequate resourcing. It is important to have tutors who are 
part of the groups they are working with whether this be youth, homeless people or 
whoever. Often, potentially good workshop leaders have life issues that overwhelm 
them. Just getting through the bureaucracy of college enrollment would be enough 
to drain me and I'm not intimidated by just being in a college. 

Moving on to the curriculum; I am trying to create an open minded environment 
where people can learn from one another. I feel it is the tutors responsibility to build 
confidence in the students and find out what they can do. The more students learn 
fro~ each o~her the · more open they become. This again goes back to intake and 
g~ttl.ng the nght balance of experience. I ask students to establish groundrules and 
within the safety net we move into areas of music making and discussion that ask 
them to ~ome uP. with answers to why they ~re community musicians and why they 
operate In a particular way. Search and reflect is a great training method in that it 
focuses students on the physical fundamentals of music making such as breath 
length, tempo etc. and also highlights how people interact in a group. The other nice 

thing about Search and Reflect is that at times it can sound chaotic while you are 
totally focused on your musical task, something familiar to many workshoppers. 

Students have felt that the mu'sicianship training aspect of the course has been, in 
general, one of the most valuable. It's very eurocentric and diatonic harmony based ' 
and personally I wonder where it fits with sampling and so forth but the students like 
it and feel it validates their knowledge. We use a lot of Solfa and try to relate 
knowledge from one system to another, for example, looking at sargam. All the 
knowledge is then put into practical workshop form. 

Music technology is a highly valued part of the curriculum and I'm pleased to say that 
a number of students are now working with the Drake Research project making 
music with people with physical disabilities through using technology. 

There are two principles at work in the curriculum; 1) everything should be practical 
2) where possible students should gear course work to their own interests. For 
instance, students are required to do research work in both years. They can pick 
their own topics within guidelines. I try through tutorials to point students to subjects 
that will be of value later, not just academic work. This has often meant researching 
employment opportunities in their field of interest which they've followed up later. 

The students final project is setting up, running and evaluating a community based 
workshop project. This is obviously a major piece of work and in essence the year 
revolves around this. 

We made a decision that funding would not be a part of our examination of this 
. project so students may do it on a voluntary basis if necessary. If the course were 
IEwel 2 or 3 I would make funding an issue. 

The quality of the work on this 'project has been good with almost half the students 
continuing the projects as a proper job. Projects undertaken have ranged from 
songwriting with people with disabilities, an afro-canbbean pensioners workshop, 
Midi technology With youth to what's become an annual student project at the 
Womad Festival in Reading, working with musicians from other cultures. This has 
been the real payoff of the course both for myself and the stUdents. One of the main 
issues for students has been assertion and control. For some it has been tough 
moving from a supportive in class group to a group with their own agenda. 

What are some of the issues that have arisen over the past five years? One of the 
main issues is the interaction between a community music course and a mainstream 
college. 

. This has had plus and minus sides. On the plus side I've never had to worry about 
the course from a funding point of view. I always know that no matter what the group 
size would be in the second year, resources will be maintained. 

Having access to a well stocked college library has been very useful in terms of 
expanding students curriculum and researching their work. Students have learned 
how to use video cameras to document their work and there has been the possibility 
for students to top up their skills by joining other courses at a reduced rate. We have 
had a lot of tutor expertise to draw on and students have made formal and informal 
connections with other groups in the college, particularly using the college gamelan 



and attending lectures on world music. 

At times there have been issues · with the college about understanding the specific 
needs of a course like this, particularly in terms of working in a suitable space. Every 
year rooms in the college are booked out afresh and no account is ~ade of .the 
particular space needs of this course, something which is crucial to creating the rrght 
atmosphere/learning environment. This is something a community based group 
operating on their own premises wouldn't have to deal with and it's a big issue. That 
being said, there is a feeling of validation about being on campus that can't be 
underestimated. The idea that this is a proper course at a proper university. This has 
been important for students coming from a street level background. 

The other issue about working from a college rather than a community based 
. organization is the building of links with the community in London. We are lucky that 
there are a number of community music organizations who were more than happy to 
interact with us and our students, notably Musicworks, The Drake Research Project, 
Islington Youth Service and Reading Borough Council. With all these organizations 
there was a two way traffic of students and tutors with maybe half of our students 
getting employment with the above. Islington was particularly helpful in raising my 
awareness about issues relevant for students and having a policy of giving people a 
chance. It takes time to build these links and we still have some difficulty placing 
students in prison/probation situations and with elderly people. 

Another issue with the course was the drop out rate. By the end of year two, one 
third of the students had dropped out. This was for a few reasons; 1) In the first term 
students realised the course wasn't for them. 2) the difficulty of committing so much 
time to a Level 1 course. I now feel that the only way to give proper comprehensive 
training to community musicians is on a degree course with grants and proper 
resources. This doesn't take away from the excellent work my students did. 3) some 
students left because they got full time jobs in their fields. 4) A number of students, 
often graduates, left at the end of the year because they felt they got what they 
wanted and didn't need to do more assignment based year two. It took time for me 
to adjust to two different group size~ with different moods. Initially the second year 
started a bit flat until I realised that the best way was to put the onus on students to 
do a group practical project in the first term. 

Another issue on a training course that I found was the nature of community music 
itself. I've always believed that community music should be positive, affirming and 
especially non-:damaging. If you run a course based on these values, how do you fail 
students, tell them that their work is not up to standard, and at the end of the day, 
who is measuring who and on what basis? That being SClid, certain things can be 
seen by the students themselves to be good or bad practice. But there is a situation 
that without a qualification, resources are hard to come by and not having a 
qualification may mean failure, rejection by the formal education system perhaps not 
for the first time stress this because community music has been for me and many 
other people, another way into music, safe, supportive and non-competitive. What is 

. the effect of so called failure? Contrary to this students themselves have often voiced' 
that they want their effo~s to be recognised and separated from those who don't do 
the work. Because community music is .a more hopeful way of music making people 
often invest the greater parts of themselves in it. Tutors/Course Coordinators have to 
be very responsible with that investment. We have failed people with varying results. 
Some have used the course to get work and are doing excellent work anyway. Some 

have moved into other areas. 

Moving into pluses and achievements, the first thing I. would say is that for most 
students the course worked. They used the open leamer/managed learning based 
structure to find out what they wanted, get the skills necessary for the job, get jobs 
and do well in them. Between ourselves and Community Music in north London, . 
there are now a large number of trained community musicians working in London 
with a good idea of what is happening in tha field, about 80% of our graduate 
students are either in jobs they like or are pursuing further study. Another plus, 
making innovative music with the same group for two years and watching it develop; 
students run a performing club and have set up an agency to get work. 

The main plus for me has been the student projects. They've covered a huge variety 
of workshop situations and have often created work. The recognition, through 
certification has been a plus for many people as has the kudos of Goldsmiths. Often 
community musicians feel isolated and undervalued, and the course has helped 
them feel part of something. 

My conch:lsions are that university based training can work, is important, needs to be 
properly resourced and should never lose sight of the principles that guide 
community music. It is still early days in this type of training. If we share our 
information and keep things open we will evolve solid ideas of good practice 1(Ind 
curriculum can be adapted for local situations. Shortly before he died John Stevens 
said that community music was about creating a new society. I believe that this is 
our job. 
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How do I use it and what is it for? Music technology and 
cOnimunity music: the Soundability model. ' 

Tim Swingler 

Abstract 

This paper arises out of the authors experience, over a five year period, of 
introducing new music technology into schools and other centres. Subsequent 
assessment of schools' evaluations regarding the usefulness 9f this technology 
reveals a very wide range of reactions. All musical instruments can be defined, 
loosely, as 'technology'. All music is partly a function of what the 'technology' of 
instruments makes possible. There are two essential differences between 'traditional 
technology' and some of the new electronic technology. Firstly, electronic technology 
can make music-making accessible more or less immediately. Secondly, much 
modern electronic technology is most usefully applied in the context of the creative 
investigation of sound. These are challenging and radical ideas about what music 
can be, which many teachers are unprepared for. A workshop-based approach to 
teacher training using community musicians as tutors is described. This presentation 
will include examples on video and audio tape. 

Introduction 

In some ways, electronic technology and community music are unlikely bedfellows'. 
Technological developments from the gramophone through to the Sony Walkman 
make it possible for artistic experience to happen in an increasingly isolated way, 
and modern sequencing and composing software programmes allow music to be 
composed and even performed in the absence of any creative dialogue between 
human beings; we lose the social dimension of music making and listening (essential 
to any definition of community music). Moreover, 'in commercial , pop music, 
technology is often used in a cynical, unimaginative and lazy way, in the manufacture 
of what Ian MacDonald (1994) (referring to a techno-dance record 'Gonna take you 
higher and higher') has . described as "the creative equivalent of Frankenstein's 
monster" (p.298). The use of music technology in the composition of New Music is 
similarly distanced from the community music context, happening typically in the 
rarefied atmosphere of university music departments. So why should technology be 
of any relevance to community musicians? 

Community music as it has been 

The principle of accessibility in community music has had a~ important bearing on 
th~ process and content of community music activity and on the musical outcomes of 
this activity. Where all-comers are encouraged to participate, there cannot be any 
expectation that they will bring any formal (or even informal) musical knowledge or 
skill. Percussion and voice-based workshops have typified this approach, often in a 
very successful way. However, 'serious' music is untouched and unchallenged by 



. . .ustification of 'process' being more important than 
this, esp~clally where It~e tjh absence of any tangible record of what has been 
'product' IS used to exp am e . . ( . II . . . Th. . f the perception of commumty musIc especla y activity · 
achieved. IS rem orces . t d . 
which is institution-based or involves ex~sting - often dlsadvan a~e - groups) as 
worthy, but artistically trivial. This perception can now be challenge . 

Community music as it could be 

Good quality music technology, which is b.eco.ming. inc.reasingly widel~ available and 
affordable makes it possible for the creative Imagmatlon to be more Important than 
instrumental proficiency technique or formal training in the creation and performance 
of music. Intelligently 'handled, new technology can make highly sophisticated 
processes of musical conception, exploration, composition and pe~ormance 
accessible to new groups of creators. Samplers, for example, allow genuinely new, 
personal and original timbres to be discovered or invented; sequencing programmes 
and MIDI controllers allow these sounds to be articulated in complex and exciting 
ways; and effects units, mixers and portastudios allow each contribution· to be made 
into a recording of a quality which would only have been available to the wealthiest 
performers 25 years ago. When used successfully, music technology renders the 
distinction between musicians and non-musicians unhelpful. 

Music technology in schools 

There is, however, a very big gap between this potential and the actual experience of 
the thousands of schools (and other institutions) which are attempting to work with 
this kind of technology. Some users report extraordinary success whilst others 
consign the machines to the cupboard after the first swell of novelty ~nd excitement 
has worn .off. Is there a r~~1 discrepancy. between what new technology promises 
and what It ca~ actually dehv~r, or do we need to find new ways of. thinking about 
what we are uSing the technology for in order to discover its real potential? 

Usi~g a mixt~re of questionnaire ~nd !raining course follow-up, the. Sound beam 
Project has Since 1991 sought to Identify the differences between the successful 
users and. the unsuccessful use~ (o.r, more accurately, non-users) from a database 
?f ap~rox!mately 800 centres, p~nc~pally in the UK and Scandinavia. Although this 
Inve;t!gatlo~ fo~~sed .on a speCific Item ·of equipment (Soundbeam), this is always 
u~eh In conju,nc Ion With other ~achines (the arrival of Soundbeam often coinciding 
Wit teachers first encounter With electronic keyboards d I ) d 
th I I d 

. ,expan ers or samp ers , an 
e essons earne can be more Widely generalised. 

Of the trends identified, it is surprising that there d 
relationship between t~e professi?nal specialism of user ~~=ff ~~d ~~~i~~~ ~rt:~ I:;~ 
of success and enthUSiasm. MUSIC teachers music th · P 
specialists, occupational therapy and other ~ncilla ~r~plsts, IT, dance and drama 
individual musicians and composers II f . ry cllmcal staff, care workers, . and 

are a alrly evenly re t d F rth re -
and again this finding is contrary to what we mi presen e. u erm~ 
operational aspects of using the equipment do n~~to~ave expected - the t~c~fimcali 
obstacle to successful use. . en appear to be a slgm Ican 
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Th.ere is an openness to the idea that music might be played in new ways, but there 
eXI~t deeply held assumptions about how music should sound (or - on an even more 
baSIC level - what music 'is'). As Phil Ellis (1995) has noted, this backward looking 
approach .to music in education sees music as comprising predictable melody and 
~hythm, Wlt~ less attention paid to timbre, artiCUlation or volume. This approach, with . 
ItS emphaSIS on what is musically correct or allowed, can impose serious obstacles 
to the imaginative and effective use of new technology, and to the creative validity 
attributed to students' work. 

Those responsible for using this equipment are often forced back, in the absence of 
<;Inything else, on traditional ideas of mus.ical pedagogy, some of which are outlined 
above, which may be inappropriate (the idea that a rendition of, for example, 'Baa, 
baa, black sheep' might be made easier for a disabled person by making the musical 
instrument invisible being a good example of this kind of misunderstanding). Many of 
the new machines demand ·not only a technical understanding of the operation of a 
particular device but also a new way of thinking about music. Rather than musical or 
'button pushing' skills, the 'successful' users shared an attitude about what they were 
doing which had a vitally important bearing on their appraisals of their students' 
musical explorations and creations (and, correspondingly, · their own success as 
teachers). Often it would be those with a formal musical training who were most 
resistant to thinking in a new way about what might be musically 'allowed'. 

These considerations have had a bearing on the Soundbeam Project's provision of 
training workshops. It was originally reasoned that if users could be given a thorough 
technical induction covering the operation of commonly used midi instruments with 
Sound beam, this technical confidence (sometimes very difficult to instil) would 
suffice. But, in small group presentations at the end of these courses IQld 
MacDonald Had A Farm' appeared with depressing regularity. (Despite tJ:le fact that 
the accurate reproduction of a familiar melody using a variable-range gesture 
controller presents a challenge to even the most skilled operator.) The 'where's the 
tune?' mentality is deeply entrenched, but it can create a serious barrier to the 
constructive use of new technology. 

Soundability 

In April 1995, five of the UK's leading community music projects - Drake Music 
Project, Jazz Services, PALS (Sound It Out), Sonic Arts Network and the 
Soundbeam Project - collaborated on a five-day residential training course -
Soundability - covering approaches to the application of mus~c technology, 
specifically in the context of special education: These organisations (tutors Debbie 
Hearn, Steve Berry, Michael Henry, Duncan Chapman and David Jackson 
respectively) work in a variety of stylistic milieux and with varying degrees of 
emphasis on technology. The essential (and experimental) feature of all five tutors' 
one-day workshops would be the idea that knowing how machines actually work 
does not necessarily lead to any practical or creative 'result'; technical awareness 
and proficiency grow more usefully out of having an imaginative sense of direction; 
this rarely works the other way around. Each group would start with the 'wider view' 
with the . purposes and inspirations for a creative musical project. Important 
information about the operation of the technology would be given only if and when 
the need arose, and would be mostly saved for technical clinics which would happen 
after the workshops. This approach worked with astonishing success, because it 



d . the possibilities of each device within the 
allowed delegates to explore an assess deavouring to achieve creatively. The 
overall context of what. they were ~~ fons for the role of community music 
'Soundability' model has Important ra~1 Ica I e from the formal education sector, 
projects in the future. Ne~rlY all ~~~;a ~I~ o~~em evaluated the extent to which the 
including a number of musl~ specl~ .. ble to deliver the skills they needed 
course tutors - all communrty musIcIans - were a t d· 1996 ' 
in a highly positive way. The course has been successfully repea e In . 

What the Soundability delegates gained was not technical pr~ficiefncthY or a ~b~el.t~er 
understanding of the musical canon. It was rath~~ an apprecIatIon 0 e PO~SI I lIes 

f . k· a collaborative convIvIal process of exploratIon and o muslc-ma rng as, . .. 
t t· d of the potential of new technology to take the baSIC bUIldIng blocks cons ruc lon, an r th d . 

of music (sounds) and to manipulate, shape and persona Ise ese new soun s In 

original and exhilarating ways. 

Judging the usefulness of devices which allow musical expression to happen alm.ost 
immediately presents music educators with many challeng~s . How can .the muslc~1 
validity of what is heard, of sound which may lack a recognrsable melodIC, ~armonlc 
or rhythmic structure, be assessed? With conventional instruments the tIme gap 
between musical imagination and musical realisation takes years to develop. Good 
technology radically shortens this gap. It extends the limits of selected-scale or 
percussion based work, and it asks the player to Ie am not the technical skills of the 
traditional instrumentalist but the freedoms and disciplines of improvisation. This kind 
·of music is difficult to evaluate because there are no right or wrong ways of playing it 
(no performance of a piece of music played with Sound beams, for example, will ever 
sound the same twice); new criteria need to be found. An understanding of music 
as it could be, rather· than of music as it has been, is essential to this search. The 
traditional musical canon is not helpful starting point for an understanding of the 
potential of new technology, an understanding that can only come about if the 
revolutions in music technology - in playing and understanding - happen in parallel 
with a new ways of teaching and leaming. The Soundability courses have 
demonstrated that community n:rusicians, because of their unique experience of 
involving people at their point of learning, are eminently qualified to provide this. 
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SA begins the arduous task of transformation from an apartheid society to a 
democratic society. Education is one of the most formidable and complex aspects. 
Whether :the specific content be music, physics or maths, the learning process must 
enable young people to live thoughtfully and sensitively in a democratic society. What 
does this imply with respect to programmes in tertiary institutions for students who will 
be involved in education through .music? 

An hypothesis is that to move beyond or counter the cultural invasion which imposed 
foreign musics and ways of learning upon the formal education system in South Africa, a 
broader approach to the education of facilitators/teachers and researchers of music/arts 
education which will enable them to work in the classroom and with the community is 
necessary. Ideas supporting why this is imperative will be explored. 

The route taken to view supportive ideas first explores thoughts of two general 
educators Henry A. Giroux and Paulo Friere, both of whom probe into conditions of 
pedagogy, wish to enliven critical sensibilities of students and view pedagogy as an 
emancipatory activity. We then touch on notions of two musicians/educators -
Ch(istopher Small, an esteemed music educator concerned with world musics and Paul 
Berliner, ethnomusicologist and jazz musician. 

Giroux is critical of "the pedagogy of the schools as an effort to transmit cultural tradition 
and ideology as knowledge of hegemonic or dominant groups in society." (Giroux:3) If 
one looks at whose set of meanings stalked behind and legitimated the organization and 
structure of music teacher-education programmes in SA, only aspects of Western 
music are included. The importance of one type of music above all others was 
sustained by government funding of provincial performing arts organizations promoting 
only Western music. The assumption embedded in this approach was that Western 
music is superior to all other musics. This served the interests of the dominant but 
minority group in SA An underlying consequence is that many Africans came to 
believe this to be true. One African student approached me in his fourth year at 
university and said that he always thought he could play the piano; however, after four 
years with the music department at the University of Natal he has come to realize that 
he is simply not good enough, and so he has stopped playing. 



Friere sees c~ltural invasion as comprising the invader and the inva~ed. The .invaders 
superimpose their views on the invaded who are reduced to mere objects. Their cu.lture 
is nullified and replaced with produce of the invaders. The invaded become .subjects 
having little respect for aspects of their own culture. No dialogue exists ~nd subjects. are 
unable "to make their own decisions and choices" (Friere:114) This. s~me. Afncan 
student only began to realize the value and importance of African. musl~ In hl~ fourth 
year at university, and he went on to become our first ethnomuslcologlst until a few 
years ago when he was murdered in a nearby township. 

Questions must be asked about the meaning and nature of knowle~ge e~countered by 
the student mentioned such as: Whose reality is being legitimated with this knowledge? 
Why this knowledge in the first place? Whose interests does this knowledge represent? 
Answers all point to western culture. 

In Friere's view "the knowledge of how to define what needs to be known can no~ be 
separated from the why of knowing ... " (Friere:132) He raised three fur:ther questions 
relative to the process of education: Why is the subject being taught this way? Does 
this knowledge have meaning for the learner? Is this knowledge part of the learner's 
capital? (Friere: 132) ~e shall return to these. 

With respect to the process by which we learn to know Gi~oux and Frie~e ~oth dis~ute 
the top down approach which results because "knowledge IS seen as objective and out 
there' ... " rather than "problematic, historically conditioned, socially constructed 
phenomenon". (Girou~ 155) There is no dialogue or interaction. 

Thus knowledge is used not only to mask the role that it 
plays in shaping how people view themselves and others, 
it also serves to ignore how important the relationship 
is among knowledge, context, and learning. For instance 
knowledge that goes unexamined does more than hide the 
social interests it supports; it also militates against 
the use of social relationships that generate meanings 
and perceptions and voices of different cultural actors 
involved in the 'learning' process. (Giroux:155) 

. Cultural invasion and dialogue are mutuall.y exclusive. Dialogue inc.ludes the people in 
the process of change, affirming their knowledge, and begins a process of 
empowerment. (Friere: 116) 

Friere views knowledge as a "liberating tool" and as the "basis for social action" which 
can not be divorced from the processes that constitute a critical pursuit of knowledge. 
He goes one step further. " ... the critical pursuit of kno,,!ledge has to be.p,~rall~led by a 
quest for mutual humanization among those engaged In such a pursuIt. (Giroux: 133 
quoting Friere (1973) In Friere's words: 

Dialogue cannot imprison itself in antagonistic 
relationship. Dialogue is the loving encounter of 
people, who, mediated by the world, 'proclaim' th~t . 
world. They transform the world and in transforming It, 
humanize it for all people. This encounter in love can . 

not be an encounter of irreconcilable. (frlere: 115) 

To establish conditions for reform of teacher education Giroux suggest the following: 

• Schools must be seen as "part of a wider societal process" (Giroux:157) and there 
must be a "more fluid interconnectedness" between disciplines. . . . 

• "Futu~e teachers must be able to understand the 'full range and varieties of rationality 
of which humans are capable, that are not limited to one set of assumptions about 
how we come to know." (Giroux:158) 

• " . . . teachers educators and their students develop pedagogical approaches that . 
enable them to understand the value and experience that each brings to the 
classroom experience". (Giroux:158) . 

Th~s Giroux and Friere concur that knowledge is "problematic, historically conditioned, 
SOCially constructed phenomenon." Friere sees knowledge as a "liberating tool" and a 
basis for social action which will humanize society. 

The process of education includes dialogue which examines knowledge and creates 
social relationships that generate meanings and perceptions and voices of different 
cultural actors involved in the learning process. Schools are part of the wider societal 
process. 

~oying to C~ristopher Small ?onsider hi~ views about knowledge, education and music 
In light of Fnere's three questions and With respect to music education in South Africa. 
The first question: Why is music being taught the way it is? In South Africa cultural 
invasion brought the western approach to music education. Small warns that educators 
trained in western ways embrace what they think to be universal concepts and ideas 
about music. Assumptions are that music is not functional, composer is separate from 
perf<;>rmer, .Iist~mer is not involved in the creative process. These ideas are foreign to. 
musIc making In many parts of Africa. Small argues that the western scientific approach 
to knowled!(le fo~ th~ sake of power, rather than love, is not the only way one can know, 
and that thiS sCientific approach has effected the entire western educational system. 
Further he notes that if the scientific approach to knowledge is to be most effective it is 
divorced from expelience and transmitted exactly. The full range and variety of 
rationality which includes creative thinking is excluded, and any sense of belonging to 
the natural world is lost. . 

Along with the development of the scientific world view comes the passing of music 
making on to specialist music producers who are separate from consumers. A result is 
that the essential process of art, creation, is now believed to be inaccessible to rnost 
and the product becomes of ultimate importance. Professionalism increases and peopl~ 
abdigate their role as creative music makers. The relationship of music and society 
disappears. This is foreign to music making in many parts of Africa. 

Friere's second question: Does this knowledge, western music education practices 
have meaning for the learner? Small, like Giroux and Friere, is critical of sorne western 
practices of education, practices which rest on a fundamental misconception of the 
nature of knowledge and of the way in which learning occurs". (Small:181) Two 



assumptions are that knowledge exists outside the knower, and that pl;lpils are 
consumers. Regarding music education, it takes on the nature of western ~oclety; th~s 
it is the product which is important rather than the process, and this is foreign to musIc 
making in many parts of Africa. 

Friere's third question: Is this knowledge part of the learners' capital? Again with respect 
to South Africa, learners come from wide and varied cultural backgrounds, and for ma~y 
western music and approaches to music education in schools are not part of their 
capital. 

Small stresses that any system of education that neglects the educational experiences 
of other cultures will distort the lives and experience of those whom it purports to 
educate." (Small:219) 

A way forward is to develop an "educational community, . . . from the efforts of 
individuals and small groups to create a rich diversity, and an interlocking network of 
educational communities, from the exploration of reality by explorers who will often not 
know where they are going until they have arrived. (Small:221) Explorers are teachers 
and students. One role of the teacher is to "participate in the researches of his pupils", 
to be a co-ordinator of learning resources ... " (Small:209) The very mix of cultures in 
South African classrooms purports many musics. At this stage teachers learn from and 
with children about musics/dance. Knowledge of South African musics is not outside the 
knower. Students bring aspects of these musics to class. The process must enable 
students to begin to question and realize what is worth knowing and doing. Creative 
activity is at the centre of all music making activity, and the process is all important. 

Small's fundamental idea is that music, education and society are interlinked. Giroux 
and Frier concur. Paul Berliner provides a prime example in Thinking in Jazz. He 
explores learning· methods of jazz musicians, mostly Afro-Americans, who learn through, 
with and in their communities. Theirs is a polymusical environment. Church attendance 
enables them to clap, move and sing. Training at home or in the neighbourhood is 
supplemented by coaching from friends or relative. Performances for the joy of playing 
are frequent and include exchange of knowledge between peers. 

. Jazz communities function "as a large educational system for producing, preserving and 
transmitting musical knowledge, . . . " (Berliner:37) Young players acquire an instrument 
and a few scales (Berliner:46) and then sit in on bands, and "hangout with peers and 
mentors in informal settings". (Berliner:109) Veterans expect students to experiment 
and discover their own personal style. 

Ustening to and sharing recordings at someone's home is important. They listen to 
greats and when it is not possible to play a passage as well as the performer, they 
improvise their own. Recordings are analyzed to develop a vocabulary of com ping 
patterns. Close observation of details in performances enables an increased . 
understanding of performance techniques. The use of "recorded material rather than 
written develops aural skills", and "the pressure of memorization improves retentive 
powers". (Berliner: 112) 

The p~ssionate pursuit of jazz players is "an unwavering commitment to learning and 
creativity . .. "(Berliner:145) by immersion in the oral tradition of a music. Early on they 
"absorb into their vocabularies relatively simple and unambiguous phrase components ... 
complete musical ideas as short figures, call and response, riffs, etc. They learn chord 

and scale patterns using improvisation; analyze recording; sing it then play it. 

Jazz musicians experir:nent and try. out musical ideas or they study and apply or they 
generat,:" apply .and renew.. Berhner says that the greatest satisfaction is tied to 
exploration and discovery, to artistic development. (Berliner:502) 

~mall reminds us t~at groups making music related to liberation in the west came alive 
~~ the 60s but outsl~e" of educational institutions. These music makers brought back 
the .Iost communahty to western music, and they restored the importance of the 

creative process. over. the produce. During a visit to South Africa in September by· Dr. 
Amoaka, Executive. Director of the !'Jational Theatre of Ghana, performer, educator and 
co~sulta~t on multl~cultural education, he stressed that communality is central to an 
African view of musIc making and learning. 

A broa.der. approach t~ th~ education of facilitators/teachers and researchers of music 
education In SOl;lth Africa views schools. as ~art of the wider societal process. A broader 
appr?~ch requires. that knowledg~ IS vlewe~ as being problematic, historically 
condltlo.ned and sO~lally ~onstructed I~ South Africa. A broader approach requires that 
we. rethln~ the way In which we conceive, construct and teach music in schools in South 
Afrl?a. DI~logu~ between teacher and student which examines knowledge and creates 
s~clal relationships that g~nerate m.eaning and I?erceptions must be initiated. Voices of 
dlffer"lnt cultur~1 actors I~volved In the learning process need to be heard in the 
classr~om an~ I~ community .c~ntres .. Dialo.gue with music makers in the community is 
essential. Crl~erla for ~ecognlzlng their musical skills acquired outside formal education 
are finally be~ng co~sld~red ~y the Ed~~ation Department. Student teachers must 
re.s.earch musIc making In their communities and encourage their students' mlisiCs to 
~,nltlate a s.ense o! ~orth and fulfilment. One example of a recent thesis of this nature is 
Community musIcians and how they learn" by Rosalia Mandisa Nguza. 

The Talking Drum i~ a publication resulting from my research project called NETIEM 
~network for promoting Intercultural education through music). The first four issues 
Included an ever-expanding database of respondents along with composers 
perfor":'lers, researchers and teachers who are actively involved in interculturai 
education th~ough musIc; places where ~he musics of Southern Africa are being taught 
and perform~d, program~es wh!ch include more than one type of music found in 

. Southern Africa; relevant dissertations, th.eses, essays, cassettes and videos. The most 
recent is~ue , ~s wel.1 as s.ubsequent issue, of The Talking Drum focuses on relevant 
Id~as whl~h Will be disseminated, tested, refined and fed into a bank of ideas. Examples 
of Ideas With respect to MUSIC FROM AFRICA are: 

"Using African log xylophones in the class room"; 
"Rhythmic characteristics from Africa"; 
"Cross-rhythms in African music"; 
"Traditional Song: Thula Sizwe'" 
"African song using call-and-response"; 
"Isicathamiya"; 
"Kwela"; 

Also included are ideas relative to the tala and raga in music from India. My colleague 
well versed in ethnomusicology, anthropology and education supports the idea that The 



. Talking Drum is a potential conduit for t~e dissemination o~ wo~ld musics in. the 
classroom. As he is willing to submit matenal on a regular ba~ls,. t~IS hol~s promise. 
There is a abundance of material hidden in theses , much of which IS In our library at the 
Music Department of the University of Natal. . 

Motivating this present stage of NETIEM's development is th~ beli~f ~n the possibil.ity ~f 
promoting productive and positive attitudes ~owards cultural diversity In a world which IS 
being moved in the direction of monoculturallsm. 
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ABSTRACT 

EDUCATION OF MUSIC TEACHERS/RESEARCHERS FOR CLASSROOM & 
COMMUNITY IN SOUTH AFRICA 

SA is beginning the long and arduous task of transformation, and education is one of 
the mo:;t fonnidable arid complex asp.ects. Looking at .the disciplines of music/arts and 
educa~lon, what does this imply with respect to programmes in tertiary institutions for 
those Involved in education through music/arts? 

A hypothesis is that a broader approach to the education of facilitators/teachers and 
researchers of music/arts education is needed which will enable them to work with and 
in the ~ommunity as well as in the classroom. This is one way of moving beyond or 
countenng t~e cultural invasion which imposed foreign musics and ways. of learning on 
fonnal musIc education in South Africa. Ideas supporting this hypothesis will be 
explored. 

Why this is essential relates to a more holistic view of education in South Africa - a view 
which takes into account Katundu's question and the question of many others in Africa -
"How can A~rican. countries deve~op music education programmes that will meet the 
needs of their society where musIc events are still organized as communal events by 
the community? (Katundu:31) . 

Small stresses that other cultures have much to teach Europeans and Americans in this 
regard. 

Take for exampl~ the cen~ral notion of the communal dimension of music making in 
m~n~ parts of Afnca. The Importance of the process of music making emphasis not the 
artistic product .. but rather "the fashion in which the creative, fonn-giving process takes 
effect.". (Jahkt;llnz:174) The oral/aural essence of music is fundamental to the process 
of musIc making. Concentrated and frequent listening enables learners to move from 
gathering simple to more complex musical ideas, techniques and nuances which enable 
them to take part in music making. ' 

(The resulting syllabus includes these undesirable features: 1. makes one think that 
everything outside. t~e . syll.able . ~hich is. not. examinable is "not worth teaching". 
(Small: 186) 2. a built In inertia 3. It IS orgamzed In logical linear fashion 4. it assumes an 
absolute standard of merit.) . 

To su~vert. the current proces~ of .schooling, he suggests that we reveal ''to the pupils 
the qUite Simple fact that learning IS not a preparation for life but a basic experience of 
life itself, . . . " (Small:211) The process is to make creative activity the center of all 
activity, .thus "acknowl.edgin~ the inbuilt ?reative ~ower" of all people. (Small:213) By 
harneSSing and releaSing thiS power, subjects begin to ask questions to realize what is 
worth knowing, what is worth doing. Children become music mak~rs. "Music is too 
important to be left to the musicians, and in recognizing this fact we strike a blow at the 
experts' domination, not only of our music but also of our very Iives."(Small:214) Music 
making will be possible for all. . 

Small points out th~t a':!y system .of ed.ucation that n~glects the educational experiences 
of other cultures WIll distort the lives and the expenence of those whom it purports to 
educate." (Small:219) 

One way forward is to develop an "educational community, and this can ev.olve only 
from the efforts of individuals and small groups to create a rich diversity and an 
interlocking network of educational communities, from the· exploration of ;eality by 

. explorers who will often not know where they are going until they have arrived" 
(Small:221) The role of the teacher will be to "participate in the researches of hi's 



· pupils", to be "a co-ordinator of learning resources ... ". (Small:225) 

That nature of the potential society envisaged is that it stands as a part of nature, not 
apart from. This places the urge to know in perspective; Le. it is "an aid to living and 
dying well in our world" - not to domination (Small:209) 

Now to pull together Small's thought on knowledge and education which relate to those 
of Giroux and Friere, and to see where music fits. 

There is a paradigm shift to a holistic view which interlinks society, music and education. 

The nature and meaning of knowledge must be questioned by asking questions such as: 
Whose reality is being legitimated with this knowledge; why this knowledge in the first 
place: Whose interest does this knowledge represent? 

Questions relative to the learning process are these: Why is the subject being taught 
this way? Does this knowledge have meaning for the learner? Is this knowledge part of 
the leamer's capital? 

Creative activity must be central. 

Dialogue and research is essential with various cultural groups 'in the community to learn 
about them and with classroom students to understarid and value experiences they 
bring to the classroom. 

Katundu 
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The creative music workshop involving professional players was intended to give 
direct support to school teachers and to enhance music in the classroom, but today's 
large-scale, high-profile projects mounted by orchestras and opera companies 
appear to be developing into a full-s~ale industry on their own. Their role in 
partnership with schools and colleges still requires clarification: a survey of education 
policies revealed some confusion of aims with few bodies looking closely at 
objectives, outcomes and effects. Music companies could profit from the experience 
of mu~eums and art galleries. I would like 'to acknowledge the contribution of those 
interviewed. . 

In December 1995 The Times reported a 'remarkable' musical event at which, 
inspired by the Orchestra of the Age of the Enlightenment, pupils froni a Haringey 
school performed scenes based on Mozart's Cosi fan tutte. 

In places it was droll and touching: elsewl:tere it had a rough and unfinished feel. But 
the main point was that it happened at all: that 20 Tottenham kids, none with any 
background in classical music, had walked into Britain's premier classical concert 
venue that afternoon, been visibly astonished by the size and aura of the place, been 
given the chance to perform on that platform, and suddenly - perhaps - glimpsed the 
magic of another world awaiting discovery. 

As is so often the case with journalism, the intention appears to be to persuade us 
that this is something, new: in, this case an innovatory approach to music education. 
In fact, activities of this kind were introduced nearly twenty years ago. During the·late 
1970s and early 1980s creative music workshops in which teachers and pupils 
worked with professional performers and composers were organised regularly in 
association with programmes of the Arts Council's 'Contemporary Music Network 
(CMN). Music to be perform~d in the concert would provide starting points for group 
composition: ideas which were introduced jointly by an educator and the concert 



· in a workshop for teachers only. This gave the teachers an ~pportunity 
artlst(s) firstt

h 
uSI'cal materials which they would be using as the basIs for their 

to explore em · 
pupils' creative work in the classroom. 

In introducing children to contemporary music through practi.cal . experience of 
't' nd performance the Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment shares 

composl Ion a , ., h'l h d thodology 
with that pioneering work of the 1970s a similar p I osop y an m~ . 
These projects are no longer remarkable but what is surprising, perhaps, IS the scale 

of the enterprise today. 

One of the largest projects so far involved 16 orchestra.s, 40,000 school c~~ldren, a 
£300,000 budget, and the composer Peter Maxwell Davle~ , :-vhose C~~posltJon, The 
1"< f the Tide was the centrepiece. This was an ASSOCiation of British Orchest~as 
(~;;O~ initiative ~nd took place in 1993. A~ this time ~ritish orch~stras were ~howlng 

cem about their survival. When interviewed by Richard MOrrison (The Times 15 
~~~tember '1992) Maxwell Davies said "A great deal of orchestras' work in the f~tu~e 
will be outreach; making people aware of what orc~estras d~ and can do. I~ IS In 

effect the democratisation of classical music.· MOrrison took It furt~er: That IS ~he 
crucial reason why orchestras are doing this: a feeling that their own survival 

depends on it.' 

Similarly the BBC/Arts Council Review of National Orchestral Provision (1994) told of 
dwindling audiences, made up of the middle class and middle aged, and spoke of the 
need to 'find a new artistic vision for the end of the century'1. Pierre Boulez's call for 
an orchestra which is 'an ensemble of possibilities' has been widely quoted. As one 
of the possibilities - in part, perhaps, a response to the wrinkled and ever shrinking 
audience, as well as 'an attempt to attract a new and wider attendance - most 
orchestras now organise some kind of education programme. 2 

Significantly, a large proportion of arts subsidy for orchestral concerts . and o.pe.ra 
today is linked to the companies undertaking educational work. In 1996 the majority 
employ an education co-ordinator; others - Opera North, for example - engage a 
whole team. Festivals, notably the Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival and 
the London Spitalfields Festival, also promote wide-ranging and impressive 
education programmes and, in addition, independent agencies have been set up, 
such as the Children's Music Workshop which provides music projects for primary 
schools. All this has taken place against the background of a rapidly changing 
statutory education system Which has seen the break up of local authority music 
advisory services, the introduction of the National Curriculum, and a change to local 
management of schools. 

1. Since 1970 the percentage capacity figures for the Royal Festival Hall for classical 
concerts show a decline from 81% to 61% (BBC /Arts Council Review of National 
Orchestral Provision p.51). Although the profile of audiences at individual concerts 
varies, recent surveys reveal that 50% of the Royal Festival Hall audience is made 
up of individuals from social grades. A and B. In the years 1991-3, of those attending 
classical music performances in Greater London more than 63% were 35 or over, 
and in the rest of Great Britain 73% were in th~t age group. (Target Group Index 
~nducted by the British Market Research Bureau). 

In 1993/4 the number of education workshops carried out by orchestras in England 
andWales numbered 2057, an increase of 72% on the previous year (1994:37) 

As envi~aged by many of the 1970s pioneers, the creative music workshop involving 
professional players was intended to give direct support to school teachers and to 
enhance music in the classroom, but today's large-scale, high-profile projects 
mounted by orchestras appear to be developing into a full-scale industry on their 
own. Such work has become a systematic economic activity: the funding raised for. 
~ducation work provides for the employment of a growing number of full-time, part
tl'!1e or freelance Education Officers or animateurs. Hilary Finch writing in The 
Times (16 February 1994), described such educational projects as 'one of Britain's 
most rapidly developing growth industries: not only politically correct, but an 
economically essential part of British orchestral life'. 

This new industry has also changed the role of composers and players, many of . 
whom, in order to make a living, are expected to leave their desk and music stand 
and venture out of into the classroom and the wider community. Furthermore, this 
enterprise is beginning to affect music training and education, which is slowly 
responding to requests for long overdue courses which recognise the new demands 
of the work. 

The education departments of orchestras and opera companies are clearly making 
an impression but, now that their work had been established, it is time to look 
beyond the novelty of the idea and the glossy images of the publicity material, some 
of which would swallow a school's music budget in one go. The more cynical 'see 
fund-raising as the principal motivation for this work. Libby MacNamara, Director of 
the Association of British Orchestras (ABO), is suspicious of the motives of some 
groups: 

A lot of the education work in the past ten years has taken place for the wrong 
reasons. Some orchestras have done it because it is the fashionable thing to do, 
because their funding bodies have said they must, or because sponsors have 
decided it. is a good thing to support. If orchestras are doing education work for any 
of these reasons, it would frankly be better if they didn't do it at all. 

(Libby MacNamara interviewed by Phylidda Shaw for Classical Music) 

McNamara is not alone in this scepticism; there is a strong feeling from those 
acquainted with the profession that the motivation is not primarily educational. This 
view is reinforced when audience numbers, rather than educational outcome, are the 
justification for funding. 

So far there has been little in the way of evaluation. Schemes are often described in 
orchestral publicity and newspaper articles but few bodies have looked closely at 
aims and objectives or the outcomes and effects. In 1992 the London Arts Board 
began to examine the effect of the collaboration of music org~nisations and schools 
having found that, clearly there were models of good practice both in formal and 
informal sectors which relied on the effective training of practitioners; but equally, 
concern was expressed that too much work had been poorly conceived, focused and 
delivered.3 

3 Minutes, London Regional consultative Seminar on music held at Guildhall School 
of Music and Drama, 10 January 1992. 



. . School was the first major survey of such collaborations. Although 
MusIcians GO

I 
to d'n the collaborative work of the groups surveyed, the Lon.don Arts 

generally app au I grt (1993'6) identified shortcomings in planning, policy, and ' 
Board (LAB) repo . 
evaluation: 

.' ortunities are created by collaborations, the lack of ex~erienc~ ~n? 
Whilst unrq~e opp icians of the education process can senously Inhibit 
understanding by many mus 
some projects. 

h' ct the report identified a need for further training. Both teachers and 
~d~i~~~e~~:ed for more preci~e and detailed information on the aims and outcomes 

of such work (1993:7): 

The re ort's first recommendation is that each music or~anisa~ion's education policy 
and pr~gramme should be individually tailored to reflect ItS particular strength. 

It is our second recommendation that the aims, objectives, progra~m~, evaluation 
process and criteria for all collaborative projects should be embodied In a contract 
between music organisation and school. 

Many of the LAB's recommendations had bee~ made ten y~ars earlier by the 
Gulbenkian Foundation Enquiry into The Arts In Schools ~hlch had call~d .. for 
training, liaison, co-operation, and evaluation in collaborations between vIsiting 
artists and schools. 

The conservatoire training that most players have undergone may not give. h.elp with 
pedagogical skills such as task-setting and questioning techniques, Any training they 
do receive is usually in the form of short 'courses, these can only ·be seen as ~ token 
gesture and unable to do little more than skim the surface of the complex varrety of 
skills and abilities that a teacher needs. 

Richard McNicol, one of the le.ading forces in the field and currently atta~hed to t~e 
LSO has worked both as a full-time teacher and as a professional flautist. He said 
whe~ interviewed 4 'I would like to see a straightforward teacher training element as 
part of every con~ervatorie's training.' . 

It is now four years since the LAB report was published. Have the shortcomings it 
noted been addressed? In late 1995/early 1996 I invited forty music organisations, 
including symphony and chamber orchestras, opera companies and festivals! to 
provide me with details of their education policy. My inquiry focused upon 
professional organisations whose performance repertoire is in the European 
tradition; although it became evident that some of them had latched on to other art 
forms and other styles of music, in their education work: for example, jazz and world 
music. My survey concentrated on work undertaken in the statutory education sector 
but acknowledged that many projects take place outside that area; for example, in 
hospitals, prisons and old people's homes. 

. , 

In the past there has been debate' as to whether this activity should be classified as 
'community', 'outreach' or 'education'. The confusion may have occurred because 
the work has its origins in two ' somewhat different initiatives: namely, creative 

4 Interview with Julia Winterson (20 September 1995)' 

classroom-based acti~ities of the kind advocated by writers such as John Paynter, 
and the community-based projects (Community/Outreach) promoted by for 
e~ample,. Trevor Wishart, It appeared that the orchestras themselves had ~ome 
dlffic~lty In defining their role because the events they have organised take place . 
both In the classroom and the wider community, However, the job titles of those now 
employed by orchestras and opera companies appears to emphasise a decided shift 
towards 'education'. The word 'community' was used less frequently _ 8 times - and 
the word 'outreach' seems to have disappeared. 

All companies now capitalise on their work in schools but few have a well-defined or 
consistent relationship with education bodies, such as local education authorities. 
With the emphasis now on 'education' and the high-profile nature of the projects, one 
would expect distinguished animateurs. In fact there are few experienced or eminent 
e?u,cato,rs involved - by contrast with the number of celebrated composers and 
distinguished players employed - and animateurs are more likely to have a 
background in arts administration than education. Under the umbrella of 'education', 
music organisations now promote a range of activities, from small scale concerts in 
classrooms to massive projects, involving hundreds of pupils and students, and 
resulting in large-scale performances in major public venues. ' 

The first surprising fact to emerge from the survey was that, alth~ugh most of the 
music organisations approached gave a clear outline of their aims (which many were 
happy to discuss further), a small number had no written policy. This is surprising 
on several counts, particularly in this age of accountability. If music organisations 
are collaborating with schools and colleges, surely they should have clear aims in 
order to present a lucid brief for the teachers and group leaders involved? 
Furthermore, in line with all previous recommendations, if an effective evaluation is 
to be attempted, then some policy must be in place to act as a yardstick. . 

Of the 20 music organisations who responded to the survey, only 2 companies 
mentioned evaluation. In spite of what appears to be visiting artists' perception that 
evaluation is difficult to organise, it is now a standard element of mainstream 
education and both teachers and pupils are familiar with the procedures involved. If 
companies are interested in the impact that their work is making in the classroom, 
and are to be more than what Trevor Wishart refers to as 'cultural paratroopers', 
then evaluation should be an integral part of the programme. 

By analysing available education policies and arranging the aims in categories 
relating to different areas of activity we can see where the emphases lie (the figures 
in parentheses indicate the number of institutions . mentioning that particular 
emphasis): accessibility (12), creativity (11),. the teachers (10), links with the 
community (9), the participants (8), the orchestra (7), the players (5), the audience 
(5), composing (4), performin~ (3), and evaluation (2). 

65% of the companies who responded mentioned creativity. Unquestionably a great 
deal of admirable work is produced by these groups in the name of creativity, and 
there is plenty of evidence to substantiate the clai~ of the Royal Liverpool 
Philharmonic Orchestra (RLPO) that they are 'developing new art'; but does this 
'new art' differ from the art that is being created in schools and colleges around the 
country every day as teachers fulfil t~e requirements of: for example, GCSE and 
BTEC syllabuses? The National Currrculum ~1994) det~lls a program~e of study 
which helps pupils to develop their understanding and enjoyment of musIc through a 



d mme of activities which provides opportunities for them to work 
balance pr~gra and as a class and make appropriate use of information 
individually, In groups . 
technology to create and record musIc. 

S . r t music teachers are trained for this work, and this is the function that tl:\ey 
tu"~~I~~~ orchestras and oper~ compani~s confusing th.eir ?role with that of the 
teacher by stepping into the provInce of maInstream educatIon . 

Education work undertaken by visiting artists often takes ~h.e form of a.creative music 
workshop, but it could be argued that orchestral musIcIans and slnge~ are not 
'd II placed to lead such work. To what extent is the orchestra a creative force? 
leay "t t s' Undoubtedly the conductor's role in the creatIve process IS. 0 recrea e a compo ~r s 

. but it is normally the players who take on the educatIon work. Instrumentalists 
mUSIC, . rf . b t 
have to engage imaginatively with the repertoIre that they are p~ or""!lng, ~ 
otherwise their creativity is tightly constrained. Furthermore the creatIve skIll that IS 

demanded of them as members of an orchestra differs from that which they need to 
draw on when guiding children's composing activities. 

In the pioneering days of the 1970s and 1980s the creative music workshop was 
developed by composer-teachers such as David Bedford and. Nigel ?sborne w~o 
continue to generate new and exciting ideas in this field. TheIr creatIve work WIth 
schools stood in stark contrast to the rigid 0 and A level syllabuses and teachers 
were introduced to many new ideas. In 1996 education teams are widespread: some 
. are led by the less experienced, and second hand ideas can be - and are -
recirculated without much sense of purpose. As Osborne has said (interview August 
1995). 

Everybody who is taking a workshop should walk in and re-invent it. I think the 
essence is to invent the games for the situation with a freshness that they have at 
that time. This is not the clapping games that everybody does now. The idea of a 
habit, a product, entering something that was always process and always discovery, 
is a danger. 

Nowadays the idea that everyone has creative pot~ntial, and that composing is not 
only for the talented few, is embraced by fTlost examination boards as well as the 
National Curriculum, and although often presented as such, creative workshops are 
no longer thought of as radical new departures. Although teachers and lecturers 
have adopted workshop techniques successfully, school composition projects do not 
have the cachet of events organised by large arts companies, and consequently do 
not attract the attention of national newspapers. 

At the same time primary school teachers, given the demands of the broad based 
National CUrriculum, are not always confident of their ability to teach music. Some of 
the education schemes do appear to be providing a useful function and are filling 
the gap in schools music provision left by the Advisory service. Similarly some 
o(chestra~, ~~ takif')g responsibility for youth orchestras and ensembles, a~e fulfilling 
a responsIbility previously taken by the LEA which because of lack of funding the 
~uthorities can no longer accept.' , 

~I the edu~tion t~ams, to some extent, depend . upon finding work in schools. 
~wever, theIr role In partnership with schools and colleges still requires clarification. 

e 1993 LAB Report identified a requirement for the support of teachers in 

delivering the music curriculum and recommended partnership with music groups, 
with the proviso that 'much greater consideration be given in planning collaborative 
projects'. More specifically, they mentioned a greater exchange of information, 
formal evaluation procedures, 'clearer definition of aims and purposes for each 
collaboration' and 'continuing discussion with the education sector to ensure 
responsiveness to changing needs'. Composition and performance, the basis of 
most projects, are an integral part of the music curriculum today and detailed 
objectives are clearly set out making reference to curriculum requirements relatively 
straightforward. The LAB (1993:34), reported that Music organisations need to 
articulate more convincingly, and by reference to curriculum need, the level and type 
of school for which their work is actually best suited. 

On the whole, education teams have been slow to respond. In 1996 specific 
reference to the National Curriculum was made by only three orchestras and three 
opera companies. Many companies present their work to schools without reference 
to the curriculum. If musical organisations were more aware of their education 
clients' needs, then a situation would be avoided where projects are all too often 
imposed on participants. 

Part of the key to having a successful relationship between players and teachers is 
to develop partnerships. Some of the more enlightened companies are now working 
towards the development of partnerships with LEAs, schools and colleges.s 

. . 
Several of the education policies of orchestras and opera c,ompanies stated that they 
hoped to develop links with the community. Of course links between music 
companies and schools are the foundation for wider contacts between themselves 
and the community. Gillian Moore (1995) of South Bank Education dreams of 'a new 
kind of collaborative art-making in which the professional artist benefits artistically 
from working with the non-professional and vice-versa'. 

A number of education policies outline one of their aims as providing a facility for 
those who cannot afford to go to concerts. If this really is their intention, then 
WOUldn't it be easier simply to spend the education funds on subsidising cheap 
tickets and avoid a two tier system where the rich get performances and the poor get 
workshops? 

Another commonly cited aim of institutions is to share the resource that they 
possess. In order to do this successfully, orchestras and opera companies should be 
clear as to the exact nature of their resource which in most cases is a band of highly 
skilled musicians who are trained to perform the classical repertoire. It is not a 
group of teachers, nor is it a jazz ensemble, a set of African drummers and, certainly 
in the case of orchestras, nor is it a theatre group. However in the name of 
education work, companies embrace all these genres and more. Sometimes 
theatrical rather than musical skills are developed. At its worst this can mean that 

S The City of London' Sinfonia, for example, working in close association with Peter 
Renshaw and Peter Wiegold and The Guildhall School of Music and Drama, aims to 
'maintain and develop relationships with clients involving them in all stages of 
planning'; the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra .plans to second a teacher as 
an advisor; and the LSO aims to 'involve pupils and their teachers in live music
making partnerships with LSO musicians', as well as devising 'high quality resource 
materials in support of this work'. 



. . i ants in a performance, when stripped of its finery -
what a~pears to InVO~v: pa~~s~ra and elaborate set fronted by coloratura soprano -
expensive costumes, u or~ .In synchronised rolling about on the floor for the 
. more than an exercise . t t th 
IS .no f b t d cation ally barren. Companies should concen ra e on e . 
children; all good un . u

l 
ek~11 because this is where their expertise lies. A similar 

development of muslca SIS . h h t' h 
. t h Id be applied to the use of music outside t e orc es ra s sp ere. 

constrain s ou 

k· embers of a symphony orchestra are not expert executants of, 
Generally I

spea 
Ingemdrumm·lng To pretend to be so compromises the players and to 

for examp e, regga · d h h 
use authentic drummers is not utilising their own resource. One wo~ .er~h w fat I~ e 
motivation is behind the use of music from o~her cultures. Perhaps I I.S e ee Ing 
th t sic outside the orchestra's repertoire IS somehow more accessible or, mo~e 

a ~u I ·t may be an aspect of cultural imperialism whereby the orchestra In worrying y, I .. . 
endorsing such music is giving it some kind of official sanction. 

Several companies mentioned a desire to introduce their .music to new and vari~d 
audiences. It is in this area that the aims of the education teams and the C:hlef 

Executive are often at odds with each other; loosely speaking the f~rmer see thln~s 
in terms of getting people into the concert hall and the latter .are motlv.ated by what IS 
educationally sound. Part of the problem is that the e~uc~tlo,n work IS often tr~ated 
as an adjunct rather than an integral part of an organisation s work, only adding to 

the confusion. 

However there is a model from which music companies can learn. Education work in 
museums and art galleries is longer established with some schemes starting as early 
as the 1960s. With falling numbers of visitors, they were conscious of entering a new 
era at the close of the 1980s and had to become more aware of their responsibinties 
to their audience if they wished to maintain, let alone increase, them. Partly as a 
result, the educational role of museums came to the fore. Sometimes this resulted in 
the complete reorganisation of the museum itself with education moving into ·a more 
important position in management priorities. In recent years education staff and 
management have worked together to make the best use of resources. 

In contrast with many music companies, the Museums and Art Galleries Service 
designs education programmes in cons.ultation with teachers, often with the subject 
matter at the teachers' request. The Community Education work of the Whitechapel 
Art Gallery is typical. They appointed their first Education and Community Officer in 
1977 an~ developed a programme 'in partnership with local schools, colleges, 
community groups and artists' (1995). The Gallery's activities and resources for 
stu~e~~s and teachers are designed to satisfy particular curriculum needs, and 
eXhl~itl?ns are accompanied by a full programme of educational/contextual events 
consisting of practical workshops for students at Key Stage 1-3 GCSE BTEC, 
GNVQ and A level art students (1995:12). " 

Whether organising a pract· I rk h· . , residen . Ica wo. s op for people with visual disabilities, an artist s 
Whitec~!~ a ~~~t~OIS or ~rodUClng material for teachers and students visiting a 
through a co~~ I I lon, we Intend to respond to participants' needs. This is pursued 

. . InUOUS process of consultation, planning, monitoring and evaluation. 

Significantly most museum ed . 
museums and galleries in . t ucatlon staff have a teaching qualification and some 
it further; John Reeve (19s~~)0~ at least two y~ars teaching experience. Others take 

. . ,ead of Education at the British Museum, advocates 

the training of al/ museum staff for educational awareness. 

S?me feel that e~ucation work in the music sector · is now entering a second wave 
with the more enhghtened seeing previous flaws. Orchestras and opera companies 
wo~ld do well to follow the lead of the Museums service and to integrClte projects into · 
th~lr ~o.rk rather let them take on a life of their own which is quite separate from the 
artistic hfe of the orchestra itself. 

In conc~usion , the fundamental broad educational role of orchestras and opera 
companies should be recognised and educational activities should be seen in the 
context of education as a core function. Organisations should be aware of the nature 
?f th~ir resource an.d . should. design clear education policies and objectives with this 
In mind. Schools will Increasingly expect a service that is closely related to specific 
areas of the curriculum and, with limited financial resources, will become more 
critical and demanding as consumers. Companies will have to consult and involve 
schools in developing their services in terms of planning, monitoring and evaluation. 
If education work is going to be treated with the respect it deserves then 
management will also have to make long term investment. 

Should we be surprised that the visual arts are at the forefront of arts education 
reform? In 1967 the Plowden Report observed that "The planning of music as a 
creative subject lags behind the work in language and the visual arts and crafts'. 
Perhaps it is time to catch up. 
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IRELAND • THE IMPLICATIONS OF DEVELOPMENT 
PERSPECTIVES ON . 

. SettiDg the Scene: 

·dl industrialised society throughout the country. The . .. 
Ireland is ·bcst seen as a rapl Y . tions and transpOrtation systems bas resulted in 
· ·des d availability of mass commumca th . 

Wl p~ .th al.--.... ve cultural and value systems. In the rural areas, ere IS increaSIll8 contact WI IQI..... ed . 
• .l_ that the former predominaatly localised and family centr -perspectlves

d 
~e . 

CVl","""ce. f di ersified and cosmopolitan value: systems an mtcracnon 
'"-.. ~ .. n down m favour 0 more v . . ~ f 
Ul~. 1 1.._. had to make considerable readjustments and adaptatlons m lace 0 
patterns. Insh peop e Wive ., . 
the$C changes. A whole way of life 15 changmg. . 

been . . the history of Ireland where the balance of continuity and 
There has never a umc m ..1__ • W·thin 

. . d cultw'8l infiastrUcture bas been so much unUQ reYlCW. I change m our ecomolI1lc an . de . 
this articular context emphasis will be placed on soci~n~mi~ c~e, alODgSl a review 
f ~ in the philosophy of our educational system. This WII! highhght the relevance of 

o 'ty based _ ..... .-. and the contribution wbich emergmg new cultural 
CODUDUDl - " ........... ~ .' and" 
territoralities will have on the specific area of musIc educanon, . Its unpact on young 

people. 

Between 1958 and 1973, Ireland was transformed from an agricultural-industrial society to an 
• .>-.--:_1_ ·cultural soci..tv. In the 1960's, the country recorded unprecedented levels of 
mll\l:llWlt agn yO; • db ' _;&; t . 
growth. The dceline in the agricultural workforce was ac4:o~pam~ y a Sl~.can mcrease 
in industrial and service sector employment. However, despite this, unfavourable 
demographic trends continued. High unemployment persisted throughout the decade and 
emigration, though deaeasing, remained significant until the early 1970's. . 

By the early 1970's, industrial production was increasing in importance in the ~ economy. 
The total number of employment increased despite the continued losses ~ ~culture ~ the 
fall-offin emigration.. The 70's also witnessed an improvement in the Irish demographic . 
situation. There was a marked increase in population. Emigration slowed to a virtual 
· standstill and the country began. to record levels of net emigration for the first time. 

Accession to 1HE European Economic Community (EEC) in 1972 has had a number of far
reaching implications for heland's industry and trade. Markets diversified and the share of 
Irish exports absOIbecl by the EEC almost doubled between 1972 and 1981 . The combined 
efforts of access to the EEC market and the activities of the Irish Industrial Authority ensured 
a continuing flow of foreign investment, with production and. marlceting expertise needed to 
make: inroads into European and international markets. 

With the worldwide recession of the late 1970's and early 1980's, Ireland's industrial policies 
reached a watershed once more. Yet, despite recession, the Irish economy today has shown 
sip of considerable vitality. IIeland is, for example, above average in the EEC in terms of 
job creation. However, considerable difficulties remain. Unemployment continues at an 
extremely high level. Redundancies· have accelerated and the relatively poor perfonnance of 
the older Irish industries has increased these pressures, particularly in the late 1980's 
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It is now imperative to recognise some of the less obvious effects of industrialistion policies, 
especially the social and cultural implications of change. It must not be forgotten that Ireland, 
as a relative newcomer to industrialisation, has much to contribute to the intemational debate 
on development and the forms that should take for maximum.bcnefit·to all members of the 
community. Economic change is accompanied by many other fODDS of change, the c~ 
of which needs to be investigated. In June 1992, the green paper "Education for a Changing 
World" noted the importance of change in Irish educational life: 

"But no education system can be frozen in time. If it is to continue to deliver quality, ;t must 
constantly adapt to changing educational needs and to changes in the world it serves. At key 

. times there is a need to talee afo.ndt.unentallook at the education system, and redirect it to 
reflect new needs as they emerge. Such a moment is now". 

The intensity of the debate was noted by Niamh Bhreathnach lD, Mmister for Education in 
April 1995 in ChartiDg our EduatioD Future-The White Paper on EdUcatioD. 

"For the past three years there has been intense debate on the most appropriate framework 
for the future dr:velopment of educanon in Ireland The extent and depth of the dialogue is 
arguably unprecedented in our history. The debate has been characlerised .by a number of 
unique and innovative features. specifically the Narionai Education Council in October.1993, 
and the subsequenr round tab/e discussions on inter1lrediate education structures, and school 
governance in 1994. These initiatives involved for the first time, slTUclured multi-lateral 
dialogue among all/he major partners in education on critical issues affecting the 
development of education. " 

Sec:ond Level Music: Education in Ireland: 

Second level music education facilitates an age group spanning approximately 12 to 18 years 
The level is usually taught in a specialised way by specialised teachers. The most rec:ent 
changes in the structure of music ed~on may be divided into syllabi: the Junior Certificate 
which focuses on 13 to 15 year olds, and the Leaving Certificate which is orientated towards 
students in the senior cycle. Keith Swanwick's Music: Mind and Education articulates the 
philosopbical foundation of the new curriculum. Music is no longer viewed as a series of 
learned experiences but rather as an opportunity to explore musicality in the area of 
composing, listening and performing. 

In Ireland, music performance and music education are now an inseparable pair. Music in the 
community, both in and outside of school life, is seen as an all-embracing model which will 
facilitate the development of a practical music performing agenda for young people. The 
centrality of perfOrmBDCC in the Junior and Leaving Certificate cumculum is now fumly 
established. Irish music educationalists have accepted that our young people identify with the 
centrality of performance as a more exc:iting, accessible, and tangible musical disc:ourse. 
There is nO exaggeration in the claim that most young people ofIrish nationality, or 
otherwise, who are drawn to music, are attracted by the urge to be actively involved in music 
making. It is natural, therefore, that performance above I!ll else is regarded as the central 
perspective of Ireland's new Junior and Leaving Certificate music curricula. 



The dilemma for Irish music education is that many aspects of both syllabi cannot be taught 
as part of the school-based programme, as we know it. Instrumental music is particularly to 
be singled out in this J'CSF.ct, nor can successful, school-based experiments in orchestral and 
band activities deny the part played by expertise imported and financed by the private sector. 
To streSS the centrality of performance, while not being in a position to provide adequately 
for it, is indeed an uneasy model. The situation is further complicated by the presence of 
severely disadvantaged, economic bands, for example, the West of Ireland, and other 
peripheral areas in the outer regions where high levels of emigration and low economic 
development predominate. It is clear that new criteria and new models of approach are 
required in order to tap the potential of music and music making in relation to youth. 
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Performance as a Model of Music Education 

l111TotiuctW1I 

The fIrst section of this paper introduces music education in Ireland and conrem.aJises it 

within a socio-geographical context. Music education is SCCD to be largely confined to 'school' 

music with the realities of community music often illustrating little or no relation to or 

influence on music. education principles. While Irish traditional music is experiencing 

unprecedented popular succeSs, little of this is translated into pedagogical practice. Exposure 
to live classical, ethnic and popular music in Ireland is sporadic and illustrates geographic. 

gender and social imbalance. 

This paper proposes a Youth Music Festival as a model which would unite the principles of 

music education in Ireland, as expressed in school cunicu1a and the Department of Education 

White Paper on Education, with the realities of community music and the diverse Perfmmancc 

practices experienced throughout the country. It is proposed as a inodcl which can effectively 

addres~ current areas of difficulty in music education in Ireland including issues of ~ 

distribution of opportunity. decentralisation ami the provision of authentic, umsic-making 

experiences within the context of music education. 

The Youth Festival proposes to promote music education through community based 

perform3ncc. Philosophically, it is grounded in the model of music education proposed by 

David Ellion in his book Music Matters: A New Philosophy of Music Education (Elliott, 

1995). This pa})et will first cuminc the gen~ral principles of ~ music education pbilosophy. 

a philosophy in which peIfonnance and 'real' (as opposed to 'school') performance-based 

ictivities are seen as most conducive to optiin.al music leaming and appreciation. It will then 

outline the saucture for an Irish Youth Festival, contextualising it wi1hin' this philosophy and 

showing the ' ability of its fonnat to address some of the most problematic aspedS of music 

education in Ireland. 

E1lUJtt : a Model of Music Education 

The centrality of perfonnance to models of music education is not :as self-evident as it wQUld 

seem. In Music Maturs : A New Philosophy of Music Education (Elliott. 1995). David Elliott 

traces the development of what he calls the aesthetic model ·of music education from me end 

of the 19th century. This model. which dominated music education until the last decade, holds 



.' . . . . potential educational value, it must be taught and learned 
that if mUSlC IS to YIeld Its maxnnum . . 
as a set of aesthetic principles. One of the first to conccp~alise music education a~ to 

. J U II (1893-63). From his tenet that the value of ImlSlC, and 
the aesthetlc model was ames IV~un: • 

• • I:. . the ability of musical sound to represent human emotlon 
th=!ore of musiC educanon, ues m . 

. cal th ht which has influenced music curricula across the Western 
sprung a school of mUSl oug . ' . . 

Leonhard and Robert House (1959) in Foundations and Pnnclpies of Musle 
world. Charles . fi II . E·J .. - . 

. '--1. __ S h adron (1967) in Aesthetics: DimensiOns or i .. "USle uucatlon 
Educalron and Am......... C W • ., .. • 

. cern of the music educatlOnallst IS the cultivatlon of musical claim that the pnmary con 

perception and receptivity. 

that Bennett Reimer'S A Philosophy of Music Education is the most 
Elliott suggests .. , 
comprcllCDsive statement on music education as aesthetic cducabO~. Like m~ aesthetlc 

theory, including particular contributions by Leonard, House and Keith Swanwlck, much of 

his premise is based on the philosophical theories of Susanne Langer (1895-1985) and her 

central claim that 'aesthetic qualities of music works caprure and represent the gcn.cral forms 

of human feelings (tension and resolution, motion and test, rise and fall), (Elliott, 1995). 

The aesthetic mood of ~ic education has come into question in the last decade with David 

Elliott representing some of the most significant opposition. Numbering Francis Sparshott, 

Arnold Berleant, Pbi1ip Alperson, Wayne Bowman, Landon E. Berger, Aurthur Danto, Susan 

McClory, Rose Rosengard' Subotnick. Jobn Shepard and Nicolas Wolter among those who 

have significandy questioned aspects of the aesthetic model, Elliott suggests four main areas 

of pbilosophicaJ. weakness in the aesJhetic model: 

(1) The aesthetic concept segregates artistic pursuits from life. By viewing music, as Langer 

does, as something which objectifies subjective Ieality, it places art at a remove from reality 

and into a state of symbolic form. 

(2) The aesthetic view of music as a 'worle.' or an 'object' is a view thai: limits an understancling 

of music to that of product or end-stage entity. This view does not account for any of what 

Elliott calls the musical 'process' and is a static rather than active view of nwsic. This view is 

challenged by, for example, Becker's concept of music, not as a static product but as an 
~yjty within what he refers to as art worlds. Any given an world will consist of a network of 

people whose co-operative activity produces the art worlds certain type of artistic products. 

This world mcludes people such as the artists who create and produce the worle, the producers 

Wh~ provide the funds and support, th~ distributors who bring the an to the audience, the 

audiences who purchase and collect the art and the critics, 3eSUteticians and philosopbas who 
creatclDd ' . . nwmam the Iatlonal~ according to which all these other activities make sense and 
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have value. This world defines the music and is part of its creation. This world docs not exiSt 

within the aesthetic model of music. 

(3) The aesthetic model reduces music listening to the fonnal design of musical works. Its 

emphasis on music as symbol removes it from religious, moral, social, cultural or political 

considerations. It also introduces a value hierarchy between musics of perceived greater and 

lesser objective worth. 

(4) The aesthetic model presupposes a unifonnity in response that allows little room for 

individual or cultural variations and has little regard for the cognitive content of musical 

practice. 

Elliott suggests that music is not fundamentally a product but rather an activity and that music 

education is the provision and cultivation of various musical practices. Central to Elliott's 

model is musicing as an activity, as opposed to mwic as an object . 

In Elliott's model, fundamental to all music making is the possibility of petfonnance. 

Performance is the most common form of IIIIlSicing or of musical praxis, though it does not 

pretend to encompass all of what Elliott refers to as musical understanding or musicianship. 

. Performance, in this context is not limited to the ConceIt Hall and to the 'finished product' 

mentality. PeIformance includes all opportunities to play for colleagues; fellow musicians or a 

wider public and includes all stages of the creative process. It includes a session of traditional 

Irish music in a local pub, the great mystery plays of Tibetan Buddism or an aspiring group of 

Rock musicians playing a garage concert. Performance is part of Becker's art worlds, a world 

which includes the listener, the composer, the consumer. But in Elliott's model, pcdmmanc:c is 

3.t the centre of that world. 

Vital to Elliot's model and central to the growing voice of ethnomusicology is the belief that 

all musical practice is subjectively contextualised : "underlying each musical practice is a 

shared body of beliefs. concepts and principles for constructing and listening to musical 

patterns in certain ways ... musical works arc never a matter of sound infonnation alone 

. ...music is neither ant art of pure sound nor an aesthetic art ... [it] is the human endeavour of 
making and listening for musical sounds that arc culturally rooted and practice-specific.· 

(Elliott, 1995, p.91). This understanding has significant implications for IepCrtoirc, curricula 

and music status. 



:I'M per:/o17ltll1lce Model in Context 

David Elliott's praxial model of music education is best understood wilhin the general context 

of music education development Two StreamS of progression dominate the Western model. 

The earliest form of music instruction. that of tutelage, was associated with the aristocracy of 

ancient Greece (SranIey, 1980). The 5th century b.c., however, saw the rise of an ambitious 

middle class and by the middle of the century, Athenian families were sending their sons to 

schoolmasters. These two streams : tutelage from a master and school learning, have 

dominated music education since then. Until the changes experienced in the latter half of the 

1980's, John Greenhalgh, in his article on music education in British Music Worldwide states 

that the modem equivalent of this division has been defined by two institution types : 

university departments of music and the conservatoire model (Greenhalgh, 1993194). 

Furthermore, very different types of education have been associated with the two systems. 

The conservatoire, with its gtll1,J-lilce, teacher-centred structure, bas dominated performance 

teaching and specialised in instrumental and vocal tuition, primarily in the classical music 

tradition (Nettl, 1995). The department of music, on the other hand, has specialised in the 

more academic aspects of education including mUSicianship; music history and musicology. 

Irisb school cwricu1a at primary and secondary level largely followed the univer.;ity model, 

offering, where there was any music at all, a general aesthetic apptcciation and understanding 

of music and DIIlSiciaoship. PeIfonnance was very much catered for at a private level and was 

not IIrgely viewed as centtal to general music education but rather as a private pursuit for the 

lifted.. Performance, theICfore, with the ex~ption of choir singing was largely an extra

curricular activity and was not an integral part of the school music education programme. 

The veci obvious self-defeatingOnature of this division at oallleveJs was 1inaIlY addressed in the 

1980's (Greenhalgh. 1993194). The acknowledgement of the necessity of a more flexible and 
open model of music education has its roots in the United States. StrUctured on the bipartite 

European ~e1.., music education in the United States found itseJf in a position where the 
fastest growmg American' " . 

musiC, Jazz, did not fit easily into either half of the divide 
(JOl'geDSen, 1993). Its growing status and the concurrent demand for validation forced the 
system. to reassess the model f ac:adcmi I 0 

its lace 0 c pcrfonnance division. Performance began to take 

~ ~ respected part of academic musicai endeavour. This movement was strongly 
m the first phase of MEND the M . 

April 1995. Of the . .' USlC Education National Debate in Ireland in 
growing . fifteen mtemational papers, three of them dealt specifically with the 

lIDpoJtance of pcrforman ' . 
PetJo"'''-- . C ce m musiC educatiOQ. Professor Gerard Gillen in 

'J' "'-Koe III t'1lrut in Third Lev I B 
pcdormance 0 • e ~tul Education decries the traditional stigma of 

m ac:adclXUC <:ourscs' "w 0 h bee 0 0 

area on the subcon 0 . ' eave n known to shrug off 1ncOlllpeteRCe in this 
o $CIOUS notton that th -... 0 
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vulgarity which debarred it from more than the most lowly place in academic courses (Gillen, 

1995). William Halpin in 1M Growing Ascendancy of Performance in Music Education 

documents the swift development of this trend from 1980 when there was Dot a 0 single B.MUs 

degree in mnsical performance available in the U.K. (Halpin, 1995), while Eric Sweeney states 

very emphatically in Mt.Jntkuory Performance as Enabler in Music Education at Lower Levels 

that " ... some element of performance in third-level music course should be mandatory" 
(Sweeney, 1995). 

The trend towards contextualised performance as a model of music education is not restricted 

to Europe or North America. A wave of posl-Colonial revisionism around the world is now 

cballenging the long accepted superiority of 'Western' methodologies and asserting the equal 

Validity of otherness. In Authenticity and Change in Intercultural M/lJic Teaching, ProfesSor 

Ramon Santos of theo University of the Philippines states that tt.n with its clear mandate to 

teach the world's mnsics, contemporary music education faces new cballenges { ... J In as much 

as western music was imparted to non-western peoples in the context of cultural transfer, a 

:neaningful teaching of musics of other cultures implies the teaching of new ways of Iifi: 
(Santos, 1995). 

This performance model for music education finds a long history .in general pedagogy, from 

Aristotle's The Politics to the pedagogy of 1eaming by doing' aniculatcd by Pestalozzi, Dewey 

and Vygotsky, among others. It resonares with similar studies in psychology and 0 

anthropology, notably Jean Lave's work Cognition in Practice (Lave; 1988) which sugpsts 

that cognitive processes have both individual and collective aspects and are best explored 

through the medium of conte~sed practiceo rather than through the perception of a set of 

context-free skills. 

WIth the introduction on a new Junior Certificate syllabus to Irish schools .in 1989, 

perfonnance was inaoduced as a central aspect of music education in Ireland for the first time. 

However, while performance seemed to have fiDally gained validation as an integral part of 

music education, it iTDTllC'1iiatcly feU into difficulty. Ironically, as Elliott points out. schools are 
often vr:ry difficult places in which to implement educational principles. The pbllosopby of 0 

education is often at odds with the functioning of schools. School in Ireland have., by and 
large, not succeeded in implementing musical performance saDsfadOrily because they coafiDe 
their music-making to schoo! music. Attempts to integrate with the commnnity and the 

broader world of music activity is minimal. It is only through this interaction that real 

'musicing', perfor:mancc and music education can thrive. '~e future of music lies in StleSSiDg 

the belief that the problem of music education lies in the natuR of schoolinz , not in° umsic;tt 

(Elliott, 1995). 0 



The following Youth Festival is proposed as a model which could successfully facilitate 

b---~ _II~C education by linking it into community music and authentic performance- II:iCU ........ • 

performance opportunities. 

Festival Model 

A festival is a celebration. It is an event that is associ~ with pleasure, entertainment and ' 

activity - all potentially educational activities but rarely associared with schools! Pedagogical 

intent within the framework of a festival has the psychological advantage of positive 

associatioD. 

A festival, by dcfiDition, has a concentrated focal point; a definitive cuhnination. All activity of 

prcpantion and review has a focus and purpose; two essential elements of opti,mal 

pedagogical expericn<:e. 

A festival is a performaDCC forum. It provides an authentic performance experience in an arena 

that is contextualised by its community surround. 

These factors suggest that a youth festival celebrating music in a participative and 

performance oriented fonnat, could have direct consequences for music education throughout 

JreIIDd.. The following festival format has been developed for County Limericlc and proposes a 
model of growth capable of expansion to national and jnternational proportions. 

Ftstiwil p~" 

A MusK: festival is an entertaimnent event, but not exclusively so. The I...imerick Youth 

FestivaJ proposes a specific pedagogical content and implicit structural consequences. , 

A~ of the many types of musics and the validity of an is central to this aspect. 

The Umerick Youth Festival wiD promote music as an unquestionable part of the modem 

school curriculum - but will do so by promoting the fabric of events in the wider community, 

frequently and necesSarily taking place outside conventional school tlmctaPled hours. 

~ 
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Part of the musically formative experience of the young people is the stimulation of woiting in 

ensembles with peers. it is sometimes acknowledged that young people fmd their deepest and 

richest musical experience, not in a classroom but in vocal ' and instrumental groups out of ' 
school time and often out of the school atmosphere. 

This broadening of the breath of musical vision goes hand in glove with a deepening of 
specific knOWledge and skills. 

The festival is not just a weekend event. it is the culmination of a series of workshops, ranging 

in subject from choral, popular, traditional Irish music and dance, which have as their objecti~ , 
the exploration and development of creativity within a particular genre. 

The cornerstone of ~e festival's pedagogy is participation and both the festival and the 

workshops will provide a hands-on environment for musical exploration. 

Compoaen turd Arliata in Rf!suuncf! 

Recognition of the importance of composition and improvisation in music lcaming and there 

role in performance practice is clearly reflected in the new syllabi of Irish schools. 

Composition is the key that unlocks the door of style, interpretation and comprehensiOlL In 

recognition of this fact. the festival will identify artists and composers to conduct workshops 

in composition and to perform these works as part of the festival activities. 

WorldMusiu 

There is a recognised growth away from the position of viewing 'c:lassical' music as a superior 

art form to a view of it as a valid and exciting musical genre in the context of equally valid IUd 

exciting musics. 

The festival celebrates this diversity by providing a forum for a wide variety of musics. Cen1ral 

to the festival is a recognition of our own traditional Irish music and the essential role it plays 

in our cultura1 and musical psyche. 

Popular music receives more exposure, particularly among young people than any other music 

has received in history. ,The festival takes cognisance of the wide diversity of music and 1be 



wishes of youth and paRDts to engage in a wide variety of music making. This influence is 

. d' the nrnnn.~d All-Bands Concert and popular music workshops. recogmse m r"-r---

Long the stepsister of music, dance, particularly Irish dance. is on the crest of a national and 

intcmalional wave of popularity and promises to offer an exciting dimension to the festival. 

EqrItIl Access 

Music is one aspect of soci<H:Conomic development which has proved itself capable of 

crossing political, racial, economic and social boundaries. 

The festival workshops will be sponsored and located in schools and youth clubs across the 

social spec:ttwn and these will be chosen from both rural and inner~ity areas. The first festival 

is targeting two boys' schools (one inner-city and one, rural), one girls' school, one mixed 

community school and one youth club. 

The lack of aVailability of music in rural areas in Ireland has long been a contentious issue. The 

festival has targeted rural areas and will provide subsidised transport to festival events. 

. Co"""",",, Youdr InvD1HlfU1II 

There will be a sttong comnmnity dimcns.on to the festival. with particular etnphasis on 

partnerships between commlDlity youth groups and fonnal education struc:twes. 

Youth groups to be involved in the flISt year arc disadvantaged in terms of their access to 

music educalion and contact with artists in a fonnal structure will be a significant development 
to the programs of the clubs. 

~te signs of some growth, the number of boys studying music at second level in Ireland is 
sun weD beloW the equiValent number of girls. 

~ 
~ 
~ 
~. 
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The majority of music and dance teachers in Ireland are WOIIICD. 

In an effon to redress this imbalance, the festival has targeted two single-sex boys' ~chools out 

of its five targeted schools and youth clubs for the flrst year. 

Decentralisation 

The fact that the festival has been proposed by and will take plaCe in Limerick and not in 

Dublin is a statement supporting a national policy to decentralise music and to give special 

attention to the geographically disadvantage south-west region of Ireland. It is committed to 

supporting the needs. of communities in and around ~ck through tlte fostering and 

suppon of the community's local youth projects and the provision of a pcriorming platfonn for 

Limerick's youth music initiatives. 

Festival FoT71Ull 

The focal point of the festival is, in the first instance, a three day youth festival of music and 

dance in Limerick. These three days . will feature a number of workshops and e'veniag 

performances targeting, in the first year aspects of classical instrumental and . chOral DD.ISi<:. 
traditional Irish music, popular music and dance. 

. The festival will locate professional musicians who will share a pcri'o.rmmg platform with 

young people. These musicians win represent various musical practices and styles. 

The festival will be the culmination of a series of musical workshops in identified schools and 

youth clubs for a period of six to eight weeks, leading up to the festival. These workshops will 

focus on performance and composition and will be conducted · by artists and composers in 
residence. 

The festival will appoint a festival team which will include youth ~Dtati.ves from the 

targeted schools and youth clubs. The festival team will co-ordinate publicity and related 

festival activities. 



The festival team will network with schools and youth clubs after the festival for feedback, 

suggestiOOs for improvement and to identify new schools and clubs to participate in 

subseqUeDt years. 

In as far as it is possible. the festival will be co-ordinated by youth representatives with adult 

facilitation. 

The festival will sponsor a number of interim wor.\cshops and performances to maintain a 

seose of continuity and growth between each annual festival. 

The festival will begin its life as a regional event but it is structured to allow for growth into a 

national event, iDc1uding representatives from schools and youth clubs across Ireland.. Part of 

the long-term vision includes links with other European youth music festivals and the 

possibility of conducting inter-European workshops and exchanges. 

This paper proposes the concept of a music youth festival as a model of music education. It is 

. a model which is community rather than school based, but one that seeks to integrate school 

music and nourish it. As a model, it opens up the resources of concert halls, local musical 

initiatives and international musicians and provides an authentic performance platform for a 

wide spectrum of music and dance. It does so' in a non-compctitive, realistic arena, which sees 

young people composing. creating and pcrfonning for real audiences and, ultimalcly, for 

themselves. • -. 
~ 

" ~ 
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A Community of Learning: Music Learning and Performance 
PraCtices Among the Native Peoples of North America 

J. Bryan Burton 

With the increasing melting away of political and cultural boundaries, it is imperative 
that we as music educators examine the role of music in each culture, evaluate the 
processes through which cultural information is transmitted, and determine what 
elements of a culture, its music, its learning styles may be integrated into future 
models of community-based music learning and performance. In the United States, a . 
new focus upon the cultural traditions of the Native American Peoples has developed 
in recent decades with particular attention given to what elements of this rich ancient 
culture can serve to enrich the quality of American life for all peoples-respect for the 
Earth, respect for the family, a strong sense of community. Throughout the Native 
American culture runs the thread of music--music for celebration, music for worship, 
music for work, music for courtship. Of particular note is the total participation of the 
entire Native American community in these musical events and the lifelong process 
of learning and performing observed among the Native Peoples. Perhaps, through 
examination of the process of family and community based learning we can discQver 
lessons which can lead us to a more musical society for all Americans. (Note: In this 
paper, talicized, bracketed passages represent conservative educational practices in 
public schools of the United States presented for purposes of comparison with 
traditional learning styles of the Native Peoples. The author is fully aware of more 
progressive practices espoused by a growing number of educators and school 
districts. ) 

A Lifetime of Music: "The first song we sing is the cry we give at birth thanking the 
Creator for the Gift of Life; the last song we sing is the final gasp returning the Breath 
of Life so it may be used by the next generation." Music is an integral component of 
the life of the Native Peoples of North America. Each event in the life of both the 
individual and the community is associated with songs, . dances, and celebrations 
passed from generation to generation through a system of family and community 
based learning embodying the belief "Mitakuye Oyasin"--'We are all one family". 

Children begin ·Iearning the songs and dances of their people "in the cradleboard" as 
mothers and other relatives sing to the children or carry them with them as they 
participate in dances. As the child grows older, the connection with music continues 
to develop with each ceremony or social dance in the community. It is a common 
sight at pow wows, cultural fairs, and private celebrations to see a child carried in a 
dance by a parent, partiCipating in dances in an informal manner (at end of dance 
line, just beyond the dance circle, etc.), or sitting in a parent's lap around the drum 
occasionally playing a few tentative beats on the communal instrument. Learning 
music becomes a natural part of the community environment. 

[In the typical American public school system, the start and amount of musical 
instruction is frequently dictated by age and grade levels rather than interest on the 
part of the child. Curricular demands, peer pressure, and misguided efforts by school 
guidance counsellors . ("in the student's best interest", of co~~e) disco~rage 
participation in musIc classes and ensembles beyond minimal cumcular 



requirements for students other than those planning a career in music. As many as 
eighty-five per cent of students undertaking musical instruction in the public schools 
discontinue participation--even on an avocational basis--in music performance 
activities following high school or college graduation.] 

A Natural Style of Learning: Native American children learn music at a natural pace 
dictated by the level of interest or skill. Learning of a musical skill begins when the 
child expresses a desire to learn a particular song, dance, or instrument. Learners 
are not harshly reprimanded for errors nor are they relentlessly pushed toward 
technical perfection. Children are praised for their accomplishments as their abilities 
and the speed with which these skills are mastered are considered as gifts from the 
Creator-to criticize a person for lesser technical proficiency or slower rate of 
learning is to criticize the Creator who gave these gifts to the individual. Perhaps, by 
allowing younger members of the community to progress in a non-threatening 
learning environment, this culture encourages a lifetime of musical involvement 
rather than creating a fear of performance which too frequently causes children of 
the uro-American culture to withdraw from musical participation. Each individual 
learns that he/she plays an integral part in the musical life of the Native American 
community--if not as a technically advanced singer, perhaps as a dancer, drummer 
or chanter . . 

[In the typical public school setting, music instruction most ·often takes place in a 
studio or classroom ~etting with the beginning of instruction based primarily upon 
age ·or grade level. Le·arners are expected to progress according to a prescribed 
curriculum and achieve specified goals according to a calendar-driven system of 
evaluation. Students failing to maintain the proper pace of learning are "held back" 
(stigmatized by failure) or encouraged to withdraw from the course of instruction. 
Natural curiosity is too frequently stifled as being inconsistent with curricular goals. 
Assignment to instruments or parts is often driven by a desire for "balanced" 
instrumentation rather than student interest.] 

Intergenerational Interaction: "The grandfathers are our connectipn with the past 
and traditior:1s which define who we are. Our children are our connection to the 
future. There is a special connection between the grandfathers and our children." 
Teachers of the younger members of a Native American community are frequently 
older members of the extended family. Families gather informally at homes and join 
together to perform traditional songs and dances. Aunts, uncles, and grandparents 
play special roles in guiding the children in learning the traditions and ceremonies of 
their people often taking a child as a partner in couple dances or interspersing 
themselves among the younger dancers to serve as models for correct performance. 
Corrections are gentle, most often a knowing glance or gentle pressure on the hand 
serves as a guide to improvement. Because of the Native American's concept of 
extended family and clan relationships, every child has an elder to guide their 
learning. For example, Chesley Goseyun Wilson-the great-great grandson of the 
Apache chief Cochise and latest in a line of famed sing~rs of the San Carlos 
community--serves as uncle and grandfather to hundreds of urban Apache children 
who return during the summer to special cultural camps where they come to learn 
the Apache ways. . 

[Teachers in the American public schools are trained, ~icensed specialists employed 
for the purpose of providing musical instruction within an institutional environment 
rather than close family members. Private instruction is also offered by a trained 
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specialist although these' instructors may teach in non-school environments. 'Seldom 
is a child's instructor a member of the immediate family. The "cult of youth" found in 
American society too often neglects the potential contribution of older persons
despite training, accomplishments, and willingness to share-merely because of age.] 

Total Community Involvement: A musical performance among traditional Native 
Americans typically involves every member of the community in some capacity
there is not the clear distinction between performer and audience one observes in a 
"classical" western performance. 

Members of the' community participate in specific roles which may not be readily 
identifiable as a performing role by an uninitiated observer. For example, in certain 
Puebloan ceremonies, some groups appearing to be silent observers are, in reality, 
maintaining a specific mental focus (similar to meditation) necessary for the ultimate 
success of the ritual. Among the Nanticoke, an Eastern Woodlands tribe residing in 
the State of Delaware, the Women's Toe Dance requires as many generations of 
women in the tribe participate in the dance--at one performance in the early 1990s, 
one ·family was represented by an eighty-seven year old woman, her daughter, 
grand-daughter, great grand-daughter, and four year old great-great grand-daughter. 

[In the western art tradition taught in American public schools, there is traditionally a 
clear distinction between performer(s) and audience. In the "classical" concert hall, 
audiences are expected to listen politely and applaud at appropriate times. 
Spontaneous audience participation is not encouraged. (Fortunately, some of these 
barriers are being broken down through interactive workS by contemporary 
composers and at concerts by popular music groups.) Music, to a large ' extent, 

. becomes a spectator sport rather than a participatory experience.] 

Applications: Perhaps, there are approaches to music learning and performance of 
the Native American culture wl:lich may serve as a guide for the traditional western 
art tradition driven instructional practices of the typical American school environment 
as we seek new ways to more actively involve the total community in the processes 
of "musicking": (1) allowing the child to begin learning music when the child exhibits 
a natural interest rather than strictly adhering to age requirements could lead to more 
motivated learning in groups/classes; (2) allowing child interest rather than ensemble 
instrumentation/voicing needs to determine choice of musical activity could lead to a 
greater desire to learn on the part of students and greater retention of interest in 
music; (3) allowing children to progress at a natural rate of development rather than 
following a calendar-driven curriculum could result in more positive attitudes toward 
music and music instruction as well as allow time for "late bloomers" to emerge; (4) 
allowing--even encouraging--members of the community at large to share their 
musical gifts and interests with children may demonstrate to these younger members 
of our community that our culture places value not only on music, but upon the 

. contributions of the interested amateur as well as the highly trained elite; (5) 
allowing--even encouraging--elder members of the community demonstrates to the 
youth of the community that there is more value and purpose to retirement years 
than merely waiting to die; (6) finally, encouraging total community participation in 
the musical life of the community brings together all ages, beliefs, abilities, and 
interests bonding many individuals into a unified whole focusing upon an expression 
of beauty through song, dance,and instrumental performance. 
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The intensifying interaction of cultures forced by the disintegration of political and 
cultural boundaries in the late twentieth century demand that we closely examine 
these dynamic forces to discover those elements of each which best complement the 
other. We must avoid the mistakes of previous generations-the mistakes of cultural 
and political colonialism in which one culture forced its values and practices up.0n 
another. By more closely examining each culture learning the values and traditions of 
each, one will ultimately discover the greatest truth about all cultures-we are more 
alike than we are different. From that truth, we can use the best elements of all 
cultures to forge a stronger cultural community. 

"Mitakuye Oyasin"--"We are all one family" 

**********************.********** 
Quotations and cultural descriptions are drawn from interviews of Native American 
musicians and observations of tribal musical events by the author 1978-1995 . 
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. Th~ Uni!OO States is experiencing a demographic ~hift,. the most profound since the great waves 
of ururugratlon of the 1890' s. Issues of race, class and entitlement are being contested during this 
time of change. A case in point is the govemment census categories, drawn up a hundred years ago, 
which reflect the temporal bias of that time. The census being prepared for the year 2000 is 
triggering debate on the usefulness of race data. meaning of multiculturalism and the nature of 
ethnicity. . 

Societal concerns are mirrored in issues confronting music education as a profession. Music 
teachers whose training is usually grounded in Western art music are challenged to recognize many 
musics as wonby of study. Increasingly both fonnal and infonnal transmission processes are 
examined to understand musical knowing and acquisition. . 

This study offers insights to an emerging sociology of music education through examination of 
musical ethnicity. Construction of identity is investigated through the experiences of traditional 
musicians in two American communities. 

An Irish-born father and his Chicago-born daughter compare their musical training. Two other 
players of Irish traditional music coming from other ethnic backgrounds explain their afIiliations with 
their chosen music. Three players of Norwegian dance music, two of Scandinavian extraction, one 
of another heritage. explore how they came to their music and what place it holds in their lives. An 
informed observer also comments on the music of these partially submerged and vulnerable 
communities. 

Ethnographic techniques are paired with statistics to situate individual experiences against a 
backdrop of shifting demographics. The investigation focuses on 1) music teaching and learning, 2) 
Irish and Norwegian ways versus Irish and Norwegian-American ways, 3) individual expression 
and creativity. 4) community expression and creativity, 5) community networks which foster ethnic 
identity, and 6) perceptions of traditional music in relationship to dominate cultural expressions. 

Sociology of Music Education: Remembered Homelands, Chosen 
Destinations & the Construction of Musical Identityl 

Kari Veblen, Madison, Wisconsin 

The theme' sociology of music education' invites us to think broadly about music and 

I 
education in the lives of people. Many social thinkers agree that music serves to integrate and 

communicate within societies or groups of people (MeITiam 1964, Kaplan 1990, Gaston 1968, 

ci~ in Hoffer 1992:713).2 Further, music may be used as ~ marker of identity (or identities) 

U along with food. language, cultural ways and physical markers such as adornments, tattoos and 

1 Thanks to the collaborators who patiently answered my questions and whose enthusiasm and knowledge of 
the music infuses this work: Patticia Bronson. Kevin. Eilleen and Liz Carroll. Richard March. Rebecca 
Rehl Maria Teqes Elizabeth Weis and Rolf Wulfsberg. I appreciate help from Brian Yandell. An expanded 
versi~n of this work was presented at the Sociology of Music Education Conference. sponsm:d by the MENC 
Social Sciences SRiG and held at University of Oldahomah in Norman in spring 1995. Papers from that 
conference. including this one are being compiled in Sociology of Music Education. H.C. Froelich. S. J. Paul 
and R. R. Rideout {Eds.}. 

~ 2 Merriam lists ten functions of music. including c~~muni~tion. sym~li~ representatio~. e~orcement.~f confOrmity 
to social norms. validation of social institutions and religiOUS. ntu~s. c~ntn.bu,!Jon to. the conunll;lty. and stability of c~ture 
and integration of society (Merriam 1964:209-227). Kap~ lists elg~t . social funcu~s of musIC: .~w~edge. collecuve 

11 possession. personal experience. therapy. m~ and symboli~ force. mculental commodity. sym~~c mdicator ~f c~ge. 
U and link with th~ past and future (Kaplan 1990: 28) Gaston Cites uses such as enhancement of religion. commurucanon and 

potency of music in group situations (Gaston 1968). . 

~ 
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dress (Seeger 1994:2). Studying human social behavior through musical interactions may 

provide unique insights into individual and group identiti~s. . . . 
Music teachers whose training is usually grounded m Western art musIc are challenged to 

recognize many musics as worthy of study. Increasingly both formal and informal transmission 

processes are examined to understand musical knowing and acquisition. In the negotiation 

between how, what and whose music to present, between the possible and the ideal, music 

educators may settle for approximations -- approximate ethnicities, approximate styles. We may 

intend to present music in context, but time constraints and knowledge may limit. Since learners 

are not merely empty vessel to be ftlled, how do we engage them and validate the other pans of 

their lives? 

Race Categories in a Pluralistic Society 

The United States is experiencing a demographic shift, the most profound since the great 

waves of immigration of the 1890's. Issues of race, class and entitlement are being contested 

during this time of change. A case in point is the government census categories, drawn up a 

. hundred years ago, which reflect the temporal bias of that time. Federal hearings are scheduled 

to explore the usefulness of race data as the Bureau of Census prepares for the census for the 

year 2000 (Wright 1994:46-47). 

Labels of race and ethnicity are not synonymous, although they are sometimes used 

interchangeably. Ethnicity refers to cultural factors such as religion, language and nationality. 

Race, a physical construct, is based on characteristics such as skin color. Although 

anthropologists usually make three racial divisions,3 categories of racial groups as reflected in 

the linited States census include four: 1) American Indian I Alaskan Native; 2) Asian or Pacific 

Islander; 3) Black ·and 4) White. A s~parate subdivision further down the form delineates 

Hispanic Origin and Not of Hispanic Origin. We are accustomed· to seeing these c.lassifications 
on college and schooH ". . orms, quesnonnaIreS etc. In consulnng current books on· the SOCiology of 

~ucation, the categories addressed were Asian-American, Black, Native American and Hispanic 

With a nod to Whites through titles such as 'white flight' 4 . Census categories pose difficulties 

for ~ groups, particularly since the experience of many Americans is pluralistic, with multiple, 
allegIances. 

Demographic projections shown in Table 1 illustrate trends in public school enr~llment. 
These changes exen potent forces' Am . . fl m encan society and underscore the need for educators to 
re ect deeply upon the changing populations of learners. 

3 Caucasoid (white). Mongoloid (yeUo~) and N~groid (bl k) (N 
4 " '. ac ewman 1994:218). 

. Other mmonty classifications included s ial ed . 
consIStently (Ballantine 1993: Levine and Havi~ghurst 1992u~bond' Appalachian and recent immigrant. but not 

. • an Newman 1994) . . 

Native American 

. Percentage 01 
JLS. Population 
1990 2000 

1 

3 4 

12 13 

76 71 
9 12 

Percentage 01 
Public Scboo! Eprollment 

1990 2000 

1 

3 

16 

70 

10 

1 

4 

17 

63 

15 

Note: Some c~lumns total f!I.ore. than 100 due to rounding. • Excludes persons of Hispanic origin. 
SOURCES.: Esumates and projections based on U.S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census. Statistical Abstract 

. of the .umted . S~tes. 1992 <'Y~shington. D.~.: U.S. GPO):17; U.S. Deparunent of Education. National Center for 
Education StatiStics: Th~ CondItion of Education. 1992 (Washington. D.C.: U.S. GPO):293' and Levine and H . h 
1992: chapter 10. CIted In Newman (1994:220). • aVlg urst 

Table 1: Racial and Ethnic Distribution of 
U.S. Po ulation and Public School Enrollment 

At the same time. these projections only tell pan of the story. Crafts, Cavicchi and Keil 

(1993) in their recent ethnography of music in daily life. entitled My Music note that : 

Few listeners can be grouped into the usual sociological subcultures or commercial 
market segments with assigned musical tastes; real tastes are multiple, just as real 

..l peqple are more complex and contradictory than most sociological abstractions. 

I ~divid~al ~thni~ities may o~ly .p~nray .pan of the .pictur~,. s,~ce the United States is an 
expenment m diversity. How do mdivlduals mterpret their ethniclty m a changing and pluralistic 

11 democracy? How do they use music in their lives to express both individuality and belongmg? 
_J In order to see what is or should be in a school setting, it may help to step outside to breathe 

in the wider community. This study considers community contexts which exist simultaneoU$ly, 

I side by side with more formal structures. Their musics flow, flourish, fade and move through 

networks. often sheltered within private interactions, often not recognized, save in a few 

I ethnographies such as Finnegan's (1989) ground breaking study. . 
Musics of two 'White' groups -- Irish American and NOIWegian American ethnicities are 

~ examined in this ~tudy. However. the individuals ~hose voices are heard tell only pan of the 

larger picture of ethnic persistance and assimilation in the U.S. 

m Irish · Americans 

It's hard to believe that 40· million descendants in the United States could have come 

from one small island. Ireland had the highest rate of emigration per capita in Europe; It is 

~ . 



. . • .' cd for ~ new world. Fast to ~ve ~.~ .: 
thought that about half of Ireland s population ~ Irish Fro~ 1815 to 1845, the . 
1700's were a predominantly ProteSlaIlt Scots-Irish. or Ulster U ·.ted StateS As conditions . 
pace of immi . on inc::reased as more than a million entered the ru· . 

gran . (1845-1849) large numbers of Catholic 
grew more oppressive. spurred on by the Great Farrune • ell d Others walked 

. through Newfoun an . Irish immigrated. Some sailed fIrst to Canada. entenng 

south into Maine. . Iri h . ed' 
. than one and a half million s amv m Although emigration slowed after the farrune. more 

the US from 1870 to 1900. Many of the new Irish were poor and unschooled from rural areas. 
. . th · East Coast. later in Chicago and the clustering. for the most part. in large urban centers iO e 

West Coast. Table 2 indicates persistence of migration patterns. (McCaffrey 1992. Allen and 

Turner 1980:47-51. Miller 1985). 
Irish immigrants found discrimination but also work as domestics. factory hands 

and labors on the railroads and canals westward. They served as a cheap and ready labor force. 

instrumental in the United States transition from an agricultural society to an.industrial nation. 

Single ancestry 
Multiple ancestry 

Self- Reported Etbmc Population 

10,337,353 
29.828,349 

Counties with Largest Irish-Ancestry Population· 
New Yorlt City. NY 317.601 
Cook (Chicago). n. 225. 672 
Middlesex (Cambridge. Lowell). MA 181.509 
Los Angeles. CA 178.789 
Philadelphia, PA 122.522 

Counties with Highest Percentage of Irish Ancestry in Population •• 
Lafayette. FL 17.72 
Norfolk (Quincy). MA 17.60 
Smith (Taylorsville). MS 17.14 
S.uffolk (Boston). MA 15.69 
Houston (Erin). TX 15.59 

• Country statistics are based on single-ancestry data only·· Major cities indicalCd in parentheses 
Source: Allen and Turner 1988:47. based on 1980 US Census data. 

Table 2: Irish Ancestry in the United States 

Of these immigrants, Blessing (1980:545) notes: 

The Irish experience in the United States was central to th "al d 
economic development. The Irish were the first rna' or i . e country s SOCI an 
the stability of American society. Out of their inte~tio~grant group t? threaten 
a more diverse and tolerant America. Fa 'li . With the. host society came 
familiarity with representative politics allow~ ~el~t~e Enghsh language and 
religious cohes~on into organizations that profoundl i s to translate .cultural. ~d 
labor organizauons. and the Catholic church While ~ nflu.enc~ ~encan I?ohucs. 
stages of development. . ese IOSUtuUons were 10 early 

'·1 
· Irish music in immigration and influence on the development of American musics is II considerable and documented.s . . 

II Norwegian-Americans 

· While the total nwnber of Norwegian emigrants is modest when compared to all Europeans 

II, w~o flocked to America. ~orwegians are second only to Irish in per capita emigration. In the 

• rrud-18th century. populanon began to increase all over Europe with the introduction of the potato 

· as a new food source and with lowering of the death rate through medical and sanitary advances. 

I Population increases compounded with a rigid social class structure. change from a semi-feudal 

· to a commercial agricultural system and pressures of a primogeniture system of land ownership 

I catalyzed changes in Norway which led to massive emigration (Fapso 1982:3-9. Lovoll 1982:3-

30). It is thought that Norway gave 40% of her popUlation to America during the peak years of 

, the late 19th century. particularly following the famine of the 1840' s in Scandinavia (Lovoll 

1984: 15-17). 6 No fewer than 750.000 emigrated to the United States between 1825 and 1915. 

I 
(Fapso 1982:4. 38-39). 

· . -Like the Irish. these early settlers came from rural areas. often with ).imited resources. 

However the Scandinavians (Norwegians. Swedes. Danes and Finns)7 eschewed eastern cities 

to settle in the Midwest, then westward in a later wave. This Midwest concentration reflected 

transportation routes via the Great Lakes by ship ~d railroad as well as availability of land (Allen 

and Turner 1988:69-72). Settlement patterns are still reflected in the population density of 
, " Norwegian-Americans. as seen in Table 3. 

I 

-
Munch (1981 :760) describes thejoumey from Norway to integration in the new country: 

In the 19th centJ.lIY the peasants of Norway had fought for the right to be thems~lyes and to 
be respected members of society. When the Norwegians came to the UOlted States. 
whether as peasants. artisans. or professionals, most of them expected to fIr.::! a land where 
they could be free to be what t!tey .were -- Norwegians. When they fo~d themselves 
under pressure to become Amencaruzed. they fought back . .. Many. : . Yielded ; ... and 
became more American than the Yankees. Yet, although fully assuru1ated to the Wider 
culture. Norwegian Americans have survived as a group. 

- S The writings and collecting of Captain Francis O'Neill documentlris~ irnmiB!llllt musicians in Chicago 
at the turn of the century. Likewise. recordings al the tum of the century were infl~nnal (Mol~ney 1982); 

_ <Bradshaw 1989. 1991) are elt8lllples of Bradshaw's ongoi~~ work with old recordings. S~ Wngh~ 1975 f~ 
. . S Mill 1986 and Myers 1993 for woungs on selected aspects of lrish-Amencan mUSIC. For - ImmIgrant songs. ee er . and book B ' . I all B k H 

ul . d . onsult the BBC television series. recording nngmg t ac orne a pop anze ove\"VIew. c 

~
(o.connor 1991) . . . 

6 S dish . ., thll'· d behtn' d Ireland and Norway' patterns of Swedish settlement were compauble WIth 
we unmlgrauon was • . . N d Sed' ed " N . tl gIn' g intermarriage. Because the relanonship between orway an w en was percelv to be 

orweglan set ement. encoura En land marriages between the two Scandinavian groups were considered 'mixed' marriages 
~alogous to that of lrSeland an~ I gde All' en and Turner 1988:74-77. and Veblen family communications). 
m some settlements < ources mc u 

7 .. . f th S ·.ndinavian exodus were·the 30.000 Mormon converts who traveled from Denmark to Utah A disnncuve pan 0 e c.... . . 
to senle in a religious community <Allen and Turner 1988.69.72-74). . 



. h n'tage live in Minnesota, centering in 
. f Norweglan e 

In 1980 over a fifth of all Amencans 0 ranked state Wisconsin (Allen and Turner 
. th umber of next-' . 

the Twin Cities area., almost twice e n ther ethnic group, were likely to be 
. . N 'ans more than any 0 

1988:72). From the begmnmg, orwegI , . rted political pressure in their new 
.. d T er 1988:72). Theyexe 

engaged m agnculrure (Allen an urn . . . u' n " to progressive movements 
, . 0'" eculiar fisatu 0 , 

home, from rejecting slavery In the 185 s as a p 'd as well as a continuing 
, rives in the Ml west 

such as the establishment of farmers coopera 44-162) 
81 757 8 Semmingsen 1978: 1 . 

conservative presence (Munch 19 : -, 

Self- Reported Ethnic population 

1.260.997 
Sing~e, ancestry 2.192. 842 
Multiple ancestry -

Counties with Largest Norwegian-Ancestry population • 
. (M- r) MN 51 .534 

Hennepm mneapo IS. 36841 
King (Seanle). W A 28' 20S 
Los Angeles,CA 18'S23 
Dane (Madison). WI 1776 
Cook (Chicago). IT. • 

Counties with Highest Percentage of Norwegian Ancestry in Population •• 
Steele. NO 47 .20 
Nelson. NO 45 .S6 
Nonnan (Ada). MN 44.7S 
Divide (Crosby). NO 41.67 
Griggs (Cooperstown). ND 37.78 

• Country statistics are based on single-ancestry data only·· Major citiesindicated in parentheses 
SOUICe: Allen and Turner 1988:69. based on US Census data from 1980. 

Table 3: Norwegian Ancestry 'in the United States 

Methodology 

This srudy investigates two musical communities in the upper Midwest through experiences 

of several musicians in these groups. Setting is the upper Midwest, with Madison, Milwaukee, 

Chicago and Minneapolis! St. Paul as major contact points. Irish American and Norwegian 

American communities were selected because of their accessibility .and because they seem to have 

some natural correspondence. Celtic and Scandinavian cultures are connected through waterways 

and have been in contact for a-long time.8 During the course of interviews, musicians have 

referred to commonalities in the music which invite speculan'on about imil' • '" • • s . annes m transrmSSlOn. 
Criteria for informant selection involved careful culling of 11 d d .. d we regar e mUS1CIans an 

music teachers. Chosen to illustrate aspects of ethnicity and'd . ., . 
1 enuty as well as vanatlon 10 

teaching and learning experiences, gender and occupation the 1" '1' 
, peop e lDtervlewed are farm lar, 

friends of friends or known of through musical circles Th 11 ' . hi 
. . ese co aborators come big Y 

8 This contact illustrates social processes such as exploitation y' I . ful 
sharing of cultures. ' 10 ence, resIStance and endurance, as well as peace ' 

-recommended by several people. II Ethnographic techniques situate individual experiences against a backdrop of shifting 

demographics. The investigation focuses on I) music teaching and learning, 2) Irish and 

.. Norwegian ways versus Irish-American and Norwegian-American ways, 3) individual and ' 

~ community expression and creativity, and 4) community networks which foster ethnic identity. 

'11 Information is presented through the informant's words, in the context of his or her 

, , experiences, as the scope of this paper permits. 

II Irish ' Info'rmants 9 

Keyin and Ljz Carroll 

Kevin and Liz Carroll are father and daughter who play music together. -Kevin came to Chicago 

from Co. Offaly, Ireland in the 1950's. He described his musical training: 

I was young when I heard Irish music first. And we used to have house. dances back home 
in Ireland. At that time there were no dance halls as such. So musicians used to come to 
the house and play music. One time they left an accordion in the house, went home wi~out 
it. With the rest of my brothers, we picked it up to see who could knock a tune out of lt. I 
was the only one who could knock a tune out of it. So I went on from there. 1 never got 
very good at it, but I played it for fun anyhow. 

K: Did you ever have lessons on it? . 
KC: "No. Just played it by ear." 

.. K: How did you know how to play it? 
~ KC: "Well that' s what I mean by play it by ear. A lot of people just play it by ear, can't ,read 

a note." , 

Kevin's daughter Liz Carroll is a teacher, mother of two, and noted Irish American fiddler. , 

Liz recounted her musical upbringing: . , 

_
. The first music I played was just in the house here. My Dad plays the accordion and my 

mom;s father played the fiddle. My folks tell n;e that I ~ave preto/ good beat . . .. even 
when I was really little . .. they handed ~e Dad s accordi.on ~d .1 Just figured It out. So 
there was music around the house and I Just started, fIgunn~ lt ~ut. Funny enough, my 

• Dad never told me: • You push this, you pull that. . 1 don t thmk he ~ver showed me 
!!I!!!I anything. It was just osmosis or whatever. It was nlgh~ thethre and I~d It to watch and 1 

just picked it up. I was probably about six or seven, p aymg e acco on. 

__ The family occasionally went to Hanley's House of Happiness on the Southside of.C~~ago to 

1- Iri h .. L'z's mother Eilleen Carroll, imrtrigrant from rural Co. LlIDenck, was • lsten to s mUSIclans. 1 

~ especially found of the playing of accordionist Joe Coolly, saying that it gave her a lift. Liz 

moved from accordion to violin: 

9 th was a nun at our school -- you don' t want to hear school, but 
L: When I was , ere 
there you go. t 

K: No, no, school'S fine. .' I think I was lucky cause that's pretty rare. .. I'd 
L: [The nun taught 1 vlOlIn. 

• . h of Irish music in Chicago which mentions the Carrolls and 
9 See also McCullough s (19~9). ethnor~~ Leary and March (1992) sample Irish music in the Midwest 

Veblen's (1991) study of transmiSSIOn 10 e . 



, , ' the house It was a big upright we 
, f II d to gent m . 

wanted to play the piano flrst, but we a. e She said' 'You know, if you had a fiddle, you 
bought. That's when my Mom stepped myOU can't'take a piano. And G~dpa plays the 
can take it with you wherever you want. ·th him ... , So we brought It home .... As 
fiddle. If you go to Ireland. you can pla~ WI e were taught that flrst -- I staned figunng 
soon as I knew how to put my flnger:s on It -- W 
out the tunes that I had on the accordion. 

L· h had never heard classical music. As she 
The formal violin experiences mostly puzzled IZ, w 0 .' . 

. th . sessions of the Irish MUSICians 
became older, 12 or 13, she accompanied her fa er to mUSIC 

.' I omed and encouraged the young 
Association. The players, mostly recent ImmIgrants, we c 

fiddler. Liz describes the session: 

Basically what you did was you just heard the tune~ go by and ~ou' d try to pu~ yo~r 
fingers on them, you know? And tried to flnd them. Like I say, you d pre~ty ~uchJust Sit 
in there. So there might be 20 people playing. I th~nk what I used to do IS I ? watch the 
fiddle players. I'd watch their arms. I can speclflcally remember watchmg Johnny 
McGreevey, the flddle player watching his ri~ht arm, ~ing to go up when. he went up, 
trying to go down when he went down and see if I was domg what he was domg. 

Liz also danced -- Irish step dancing with kids her own age. She was recruited to played for 

dancing at feshes. 10 She credits these experiences with helping her stay in touch with her peers 

as well as giving her another outlet. During this time, she heard her fIrst popular music via the 

radio in friends' cars going to the feshes. 

In the past 20 years, Liz Carroll has toured, recorded, and taught. She disclaims any special 

expertise in teaching, saying that: 

Sometimes you want to g,o: 'Pu~h, move,' but o~ the other hand it was always such a 
~Iaxed scene that you don t feel like you should drive anybody. It's either there, or it isn't 

K: Is there a lot of continuity in the Irish community? 
L: "You mean, are they still there?" 
K: "Yes." 
L: " They're still there. They do the same dam things Any kid th t'll I th 
they 'r '. 'G od B I kn .' , a come a ong ere, 

e gomg. 0 oy:, you ow or Good Gul ! It's really still there." , 

Patricja Brop'sop 

Patricia Bronson, originally from Racine WI lives in St P I Mi . " ". au, nneapohs where she 
works as a Special educanon teacher in public schools and fr 1 " . , . . ee- ance graphiC artIst. She IS 
known for her flute playmg which may be heard on the fi "Ch . ." . . . lrSt ensh the Ladies recording. 

Patty descnbed her early musical experiences on the piano: 

Soli~ '!lusic, piano was. I played music for m ow . 
up hs~enmg . t? Harry Belafonte and whateve/stuf; sanity and loved music. .. I grew 
weren t musIcians themselves at all. I think m an my parents had around. . . They 
knew her. , y gr drnother was a pianist, but I never 

10 . . Iris compeUuons, h fesh. pI. feiseanna Thanks t Marl M o e cCanhy. 

Later she listened to recordings of standard' " 'III Jazz pianists and was encouraged by her piano 
teacher,. She played clarinets and b ' hi · . assoon In gh school and college bands. After graduation 

, Patty happened mto a living situati ·th Iri h' " . ' " on WI s musIcians In the Twin Cities. She'd had no prior 
exposure to thIS mUSIC, but began I 'fl . , . p aymg ute WIth her new house mates. Patty remarked: "I got 
involved m Irish music because I loved th'd fl ' . . e I ea 0 p aymg musIc with people and I came into it at 
a pomt when there were very few people playing." 

The group quickly became a band which played for dances or cellis. Within six months of 
her introduction to Irish music she went to Ireland with band be ' . f . , mem rs m purSUIt 0 mUSIC. 
Buoyed up by the supportive Irish American community in St. Paul, the band continued ,through 

several conflgurations for a decade or more. Patty met her Irish-born husband Daithf, who 

played in the band. Patricia Bronson describes her continuing involvement with Irish music as 

"an addiction to the music" coupled with the exciting social activities such as sessions at 

.. Q'Geara's on Snelling and frequent dances. She visited Ireland in the summers for at least a 
,.. decade. This level of activity lasted for years. 

ill Patty. co~~sts her earli~~ musical experiences with picldng up flute 'by ear' at sessions: "It's 

" oral mUSIC, It s an oral tradinon . . .. A tune would strike me from a session and I might 

· transcribe it because looking at it visually helped me learn it correctly, but mostly you get it in 

Jill your head." Unknowingly she and the band had stumbled on a repenoire of tunes that "is solid 

to anywhere in the world that you'd go and play Irish music .... Definitely hundreds of tunes." 

When she works with students on flute or tin whistle, Patty impans tunes in much the same way 

she acquired them, holistically, using aural skills and repetition. 

In terms of my own teaching, I'm not a big believer in formal teaching ... There's 
te'chnical stuff you can get, but most of the people who've been playing traditional Irish 
music -- in Ireland it 's pan of their family and so much of it is just the listening. ' And 
somehow you have to get the technical stuff, but a lot of times, I think people have just 
figured it out or got it from a parent 

II Patty describes her background as a lot of German, but ethnicity is not of great concern to her.' 

When I think about how I grew up ... I think of things which have to do with how people 
• lived in Racine and it being kind of a working class place .... It was definitely a drinking 
~ community. Daithi and I have ... concluded that Racine and Derry City in Ireland 

[Daithf's home town] have a lot in common. Th~ir. size ~s very s~ar. Th.ere .are a l?t of II people unemJ)loyed. There are a lot of bars ... Similar ldnd~ of feelmgs, bemg mdustrlal. 

I Because she was born in America, Patty defmes herself as Amencan. Her ancestry has never 

~been an issue with any of the circles or people she interacts with. However her involvement in 

~ Celtic circles has led her to uncover a great grandmother narned Hanagan. 

ill ' In the past few years, Patty Brons~n has noted ch~ges in venues toward ~~g more 
~commercially oriented Irish performers. At the sarne ume, she notes the prolTUsmg players 

up in her community as well as her continuing group of friends who play. 



Maria Terres 
Maria Terres lives in Milwaukee with her family and is well regarded as an Irish fiddler. She 

plays for New England style contra dances and with Bridget'S Fire, based in Milwaukee and The 

Broken Pledge Ceili Band in Chicago. Maria has lived in many places in her life. But her 

musical training was consistent. She recalled how she came to play violin: "It came down to a 

choice between violin and French hom and my music teacher said: 'We need more violins.' So I 

took violin." She enjoyed classical lessons, and music classes through her college career. At the 

same nrne, she became intrigued with contra dance music and some Irish. "Mostly at the time I 

was learning tunes from books and not understanding why it didn't sound right." 

While pursuing her career as a geologist Maria continued to learn about Irish music from 

friends, recordings and eventually a trip to Ireland. Early on she heard a recording of Liz 

Carroll's fiddling and wanted to meet her. When she and her husband settled in Milwaukee, 

lessons were arranged. She describes the instruction as a pivotal point in her understanding of 

the music because Liz could hear and articulate the fine points of the music that "goes by so fast 

in the tunes that you didn't know what they were doing. But once you knew what they were 

doing, you could hear it." Maria Terres compares the process of learning to hear to processes of 

seeing as a beginning geologist 

I worked fo~ a summer in eastern M~e ... mappi~g bedrock .... The first day out, [the 
hc::ad ge~lopst] ~ok us to an outcroppIng and he SaId: 'Look at this rock. Do you see this 
mmeral m It? . It s an u~us~al color, green instead of blue.' We looked at it and we literally 
could not se~ It He SaId: I want you to rememl?er today.' We came back the last day. of . 
the field stanon. w.e went to .the s.ame outcroppmg. He said: 'Pick it up and look again.' 
~d you l?oked at.1t and realized ~t was all over. You didn't know how to see it And I . 
think that IS true WIth a lot of mUSIC. And I also think it's why a lot of the music doesn't 
have more fans. Because there's sort of an education. 

Maria tries to help her students make similar aural breakthroughs: "I've found in my teaching, it's 

a struggle to get [some students] to hear an 8 bar phrase, a 4 bar phrase, when it's repeated' ... 

but you learn it a whole lot faster if you can recognize that that's there." 

She teaches through the music: 

[Students] are there to lear:n tunes. I do ~each scales to learn finger pla~ement and to hel 
them figure out how to get In tune. But I II start students off on the ld" 1 P 
and go fro~ there. I put a big emphasis on listening to the tune and ~~ s sr

p 
est f.0lka 

mostly trymg to teach by ear. I think it's perfectly legitimate to learn a tun~1r/ ear .. m 
page ... It's another tool and you're foolish not to use it, I think. B m a p~ted 
ho~ it's played. I~'s only ~ outline. You can't write down how it s~Jn~~ C~ot wz;te 
wnte. down how Irish mUSIC or any ethnic music sounds an more than . ou ~an t 
RUSSI~ on a page and ~ave someone understand how to pionounce it y~~~~ ~Je . 
even WIth good phonenc transcriptions. It's the same with mu .' 0 It, 
And you have an experience after a while of pickin u th . SIC. . 

that you've never actually worked out but is there ~ o~'veel ms~~n~d pl~ym~ a tune 
you and it's in your head. You just pick it u and' la it earn It a~se It'S Inside of 
sessions. I think a lot of people learn from fesSio~s y ore ~y. And thiS happens in 
you're never going to learn all the tunes they are play' i~'ga ot °B tunes ~ plaYIng and 

. . . " ut you II hsten carefully 

and put your fmgers on the fiddle and try t ' . o get some of It. 

Maria's father waS born in Califomia fr S . h . . . om parus unnugrant. Her mother claims some kind of 
French, Prusslan and a mix of maybe E Ii h W ng s, elsh and maybe other things. While there was a 
great great grandfather from Ireland h . h h . . , ' e mIg t ave been Scots Irish. However, Maria finds that 

. mUSIC CIrcles always welcome another musician. 

However her mobility has made a difference in h M' T' , ow ana erres VIews commuruty: 

Here's what I know that's,different ,for me fr~m almost any of my friends who've lived in 
the san:e state ?r,tow~ thel! whole hves. What I see with some of the Chicago musicians 
and [~Ith mUSIcians In,Milwaukee]-- they know people for their whole lives. They know 
peop e w~en they are kids, when they get en~aged, get .married, have kids, die. They 
know theIr ~arents. They know the whole thmg. There s a continuum there. That is not a 
part of my hfe . . , I feel sort of a sense of loss or absence because of this. 

JIIMaria Terres described why she is so attracted to Irish music: 

It's a ~ture of tIle music itself which I find beautiful. I'm fascinated that you can do so 
much WI~ S? few notes. You never leave the fIrst position, hardly ever. I'm fascinated 
by the vananons. Again, to most people it all sounds the same. It does not to me because 
there i~ ~ tremendous an:ount ofv~ety. ~ere's something about the tonalities or . 
modahnes , .. but there IS something that IS so wrenchingly beautiful that I can't stand it 
And then the~e is also a sense of community. , . , There are few things that are more fun to 
me than plaYIng for a contradance where people are really reacting to the music and 
~ancing an~ playing ~ a session :-vhere you have a bunch of people whose company you 
Just play enJoy. You like to be With them. And you're all playing a tune together. That's 
a very satisfying feeling, sort of a belonging, 

American Informants II 

... Elizabeth Weis currently travels between graduate school at Champaign-Urbana, her doctoral 

IPlll'lfield work on nyckelharpe traditions in Sweden and her home in Minneapolis. Esteemed as an 

expert on Scandinavian musks. she teaches within a circuit of workshops held coast to coast. 

___ Becky learned traditional Norwegian and other Scandinavian music in her family. She began 

dancing by age three. When asked which traditions are dominant in her family, Elizabeth Weis 

_rePlied: "We've tetained many of the food customs. , . Swedish traditions associated with 

. Christmas have been best preserved." She defines her ethnicity as "quarter Swede, quarter 

~Norwegian, half German with one Spanish sea captain 250 years ago and all American!" 

~ Elizabeth Weis's parents are music enthusiasts who became involved in the recreational folk 

movement in their youth. Although the family used notation when playing instruments. "we 

oral tradition in songs" until the children were big enough to use the family songbooks. 

11 Nusbaum (1989) analyses Norwegian-American music in ~nne5<?ta. ~ and W<><>?~ (1987), Leary and 
(1989-95) and, Martin (1982. 1984, 1994) document WIsconSin and Midwest tradiuons. 



. . ' lin with her father accompanying on . ~ lk dance musIC on VIO 
From 9th grade. she recalls plaY10g 0 . . d' lin lessons. Of the formal 

. I ted plano an VIO . 
guitar. These musical expenences comp emen . . h I with music." The distinctions 
'. "I did many wonderful th10gs 10 sc 00 
lnstrucnon. she recalls so . r first ublic perfonnance:. 
between traditional and classical music became eVident at he p 

. Villa e on-stage playing a hambo and a 
My debut was in 9th grade. Christmas at Folklore ble~ 'was that the musicians there did 

schottische and a waltz. It .was a lot off~n. ~y pr~ding music .. . I didn't think of them 
not believe in reading mu.slc. I was chasnse~ or re . tradition." 
as different cultures . .. I d been brought up 10 a reading 

. h II After a year in Sweden. studying Becky continued to enjoy music and dance throug co ege. .., 
leisure time activities. she graduated from MacAllester with a double major m SOCial work and 

Spanish. After a year In Sweden. she worked as a social worker and fre.e lance musician in. the 

Twin Cities for several years. pursuing her passion for Norwegian hardanger fiddle. Swedish 

nyckelharpa and dance. These interests led her to complete a music major. then pursue graduate 

work in ethnomusicology. 

Elizabeth Weis describes music transmission in Scandinavia: 

For learning fiddle. the main way that people who've not done a lot of teaching prefer is to 
play around and around in a section and you pick up the notes. Then everybody stops and 
you listen a couple more times. then you all join in softly and you play around and around 
until you get it. Then you stop and listen. then you play around again. Then you ask 
qu·estions . . . 
The other way of teaching in Sweden is to take smaller sections. to take a couple measures 
at a ~me -~ 2. 4. 8 measur~s ... a little chunk. but a logical chunk. a phrase type chunk. 
And ~ust .teach that and do. It over and over .. Play that and have people play it back or just 
pla.y It With them sev~ral urnes. the same thmg over and over. This is allieaming by ear. 
Usmg tape recorders IS the norm now. where even ten years ago it was not. But it is now 
in- ha;danger fi~dle ~d nyckel~arpe in Swe~e~ and Norway. Then you go back for 
working on stylm~ a lIt~e . . . They ~ about It 10 terms of feel . " rather than in terms 
that I use. I t~ach m a <:tifferent ~ay. 10 pan because I am teaching to Americans who are 
out of the semng of hav10g heard It 10 everyday life. 

Becky adds that the tune is played in its entirety for students both before a d af I . . 
"AI "Th " n ter earmng 10 segments. ways. ere IS a strong reSistance to 'chunking' sections h lei .th 

hardanger fiddle. due to the nature of that instrument: w en wor ng WI 

[Traditional Norwegian hardanger fiddle teachers] don't break' Th h 
fmgers at the same time ... You 're playing two or three s' It up. ey .get all t e 
time, finding the melody and the harmony notes h . trlngs at the same nrne all the 
bowing -- and you 're supposed to get this all from'jue:nn~ that, the ornaments ru:td the 
again. And the tune is not broken up into sections s ~mg through the tune agam and 
who are "teaching tunes .. . for non-Norwegians and" ow when.you get to the people 
who have done more teaching. they will break' up th~ 'ru mor~ begmn~r Norwegians and 
sections. though. They ~s~ like playing all the f10gers at o~~~ Into secnons. They like big 
The way hardanger musIc IS constructed, the conce t is call . 
idea. This kernel is taken and evolved. It mutates. ~ muta ~d vek. Vek means a kernel 
one different double stop. one different ornament one diffi non Can .~ one different note. 
thereof. That is considered significant difference: That is e~ent ~wmg, or a combination 
Americans ... It seems minute to us. It seems b' ery ~ficult for us to learn as 
.[Scandinavian musicians] are listening for the Slight thi~g s~~ ~mportant to them . . . 

. . g Ithm the proper shape and 

soun~ ,of the whole. You Can play it technically perfect, but if it does not have the right 
feel. It s not as good. 

are differences between taking classes and informal jamming in an instrumental gr~uP. 
a spellrnan'sl210g (Norwegian: bygde/ag): 

.. . [Tunes] will usually be taught by the leader of the group. or by somebody who has 
learned a tune. And they will teach similarly to the leader. It may be on a meeting evening. 
It mayor may not be a planned class. The gathering mayor may not function as a class. It 
can function as a social gathering. You share and play tunes. You work on playing tunes 
better. but you don't think of it as a class ... you're having fun. you're playing. then 
you're also learning. And you can learn the new tune if you want to, but you don't have to 
.. . as fast as your ability allows you to. And the speed at which you go. how much you 
repeat, and how much you don't all depends on the group of people and the ability levels. 

Elizabeth learns her music from tradition bearers in both Scandinavia and the U.S. Traditional 

_Players carry the tunes in their f~nily, keeping track of its lineage: "Oral hi~tory is important It 

is attached to a tune. You learn a tune. you get the history with it at the same time." Tunes have 

. ~erent names as well as people and places attached. Creators are acknowledged. when they are 

known: 

... [The tradition bear] will say who the form is after .. . . People [who] are following. the line 
,.. of tradition. they say 'ekter' (Norwegian for 'after') or efta" (Swedis~ for '~ccording t~·). 

They know according to whom the tune is. There ru:e. many vanants 10 Norwegt~ 
ill hardanger fiddle music. You can def10itely trace tune familIes. Usually the name goes WI 

,.. it. but not always. 

~en recording players. Becky notices that they often have to: 

. back to them. They'll remember parts. and bef~re 
playa. tune through bef~r~ I~ co~e~ave to play through it again to refresh their memones. 
they ' ll let you tape recor ;.t. e~ have to remember which way they are p~ay~n~ itfor 
Then·. when they are teac mg. ey

how to do the variations that make the musIc hVID¥_ So 
teach1Og. The bett~r play.ers kn~~ kernel idea and do this ... series of transfonna.nons. 
when they take thiS vek Idea. IS time Some of the transfonnations will be shghtly 
The series will not be the s.ame e~ery rtant This is what makes the music alive. 
different, but these are conSidered Im~~ to r~member which way they ~ught it to you and 
So when they teach a tu~e. they ra to leam and how many times you play each vek. 
which variations they put 10 there or you . . 

~Qlf Wulfsber~ 

- . ' the Madison Wisconsin area is known for his I musIC engraver 10 , 
~ Rolf Wulfsberg. a free ance d regular fiddle with his wife Susan and two 
,....,Scandinavian playing. He plays hardanger an . 

~thers in the band Wiscandia. . . al family His mother taught private violin and 
__ . and Indiana 10 a musIC . 

Rolf grew up 10 IOW~ . ~ !lowed hers. He enjoyed his music experiences in 
played in orchestras; Rolfs 1Oterest~ 0 

all bul nOl always refers 10 a fiddler. Classes can also be part of a . h I speUman usu y 
Elizabelh Weis menl10ns I a . a be pan of a social event 

' 5 log'S evening. or playm8 my . 



. . th university Later he changed to a 
schools, and began as a violin performance major at e . . h 

. hil tinuing to play 10 the ore estra. 
combined English literature and psychology major, w e con . . . ' 

. • & d mployment in musIc publishing. After a year in seminary, he moved to Madison, 10un e . ' 
. trod ed h' to ScandinaVian fiddling at In Madison, Rolf met his wife-to-be who 10 uc 1m . 

. . Th . ttracted Rolf because of Its Folklore Village, a folk arts center outside M~son. e musIc a 

sound, community and contexts. 
f thi th' ming from my I'm of Scandinavian background but there's absolutely none 0 s 1 at~ co 'al setting of 

famil There's some intrigue with some of my roots. There was a so e SO~I . 
a gro~p of people who came together to dance and to . fiddle. And t~e~ ~ so~eth~g 
intri . in the music itself . .. There's a lot that [my wife ~d I] share 10 olOg s . . e 
do ~~gether. We will spend some Sunday mornings golOg over tunes and learrung 
things. And of course, when we go to workshops, we do that together. 

Travel for musical interests includes trips to Scandinavia, visits to friends and a playing circuit 

throughout the Midwest- Iowa, Illinois, Minnesota. RolfWulfsberg's band Wiscandia ~as been 

active since the late 1910' s in different configurations. They play for dances and for vanous 

ethnic groups like the Sons of Norway. Repertoire is mostly Norwegian and Swedish, acquired 

from visiting musicians, people in their network and occasionally recordings. 

Rolf's family is of Norwegian and Swedish ancestry with some English Yankee, Of his 

ethnicity, Rolf remarked: 

I haven't given it a whole lot of thought I think folks of my Father's generatio.n who were 
the first to take back that heritage after a generation [that] tned hard to be Amen~an : .. 
I've taken that along with me. There's some fascinati.on ~th that and some fasc~anon 
with seeing the music as it is. In my travels to ScandinaVia, regardless of my hentage, I 
think it's a pretty neat place to go to. 

Rolf Wulfsberg likes many kinds of music, and is open to exploring other nationalities but: "there 

is a little someth~g extra special in looking at my own heritage." 

Rebecca Reb! 

Rebecca Rehl lives in Blue Mounds; Wisconsin. She wears many hats as a folklorist in 

schools, performer with groups including Wiscandia, coordinator for Folklore Village, folk artist 

and parent She describes her music as " folk music, primarily folk dance music on a variety of 

insttuments. Fiddle, piano accordion, bunon accordion, cello, zither, that's mostly it." 

Becky played piano very early on, begged for cello lessons from her mother who taught at 

Lawrence University in Appleton. Wisconsin. Her father was head of the piano department. 

Her early training seemed a straight trajectory to a chamber music career. including study at a 

musical conservatory in West Berlin and Manhananville School of Music. 

This changed radically in 1976 on a visit to Midsummer festival at Folklore Village in 

Dodgeville. Wisconsin. which brought her into her first contact with Scandinavian mu~ic. 

Although she dido't understand it. within a few weeks of this trip Rebecca Rehl left school 
, ' 
and moved to Madison. 

Of her evolution from classical to traditional player, Becky comments: "I really strongly 

feel that my chamber music training and focus has strengthened my focus in playing." Rebecca 

Rehl feels that her chamber playing gave her a natural advantage over orchestral or other 

. musicians who come to folk music "cold" because they haven't had "that focus on interacting 

with people. Folk music is very natural because that's what it's all about. It' s people music. 
. It's that interaction that pulled me strongly to it" 

She talks of the place music has in her work: 

~ 've always viewed ·it as ~ life style. rather than as either ajob or a career ... That life style 
mcludes strongly. bordenng on focusing around music. It's an integral part of everything 
I do ' ... One. o~ my h.op~s - dr~ams for my not too distant future is to be bringing my kids 
up with mUSlC 10 therr hves dlfferently than I had it. What is real and pertinent to me so 
that.~ey grow up with it as part of their life style. I feel strongly in the value of passing on 
tradinons. And maybe partly because I didn't experience as a child. 

Becky feels a deep connection with Norwegian and Swedish traditions, although she is of . 

German and English heritage. She hopes to continue her present life. living in an old farmhouse 

where.musical house parties were and are hosted. She feels the old music around her. 

I feel very settled. I feel very rooted where I live ... . That's what this area knew was the 
Norwegian American tradition. the house party tradition. . .. It feels like it's my roots 
although it isn ' t my family's roots. It's my adopted roots. 

I asked her what called her so strong in .this music, Rebecca Rehl replied: 

Some of it's a pure love of music and I find this music very accessible and . .. people 
oriented. with so many fun people involved . ... And to this day. my most enjoyable folk 
music playing experiences are the ones that have that strong chamber music component to 
them. Or even playing my chording zither with Nancy Dahlin playing her chording zither. 
surrounded by twenty-five fiddlers playing in a circle of forty dancers at Folklore Village. 
That's like heaven! 

usic Among Friend~ 

The informants interviewed in this study traveled diverse roads to their chosen musics. 

Nonetheless .• their lives share certain patterns. All define themselves and are identified as 

~musicians. All make music a priority in ~eir lives, w~th special ~finity for a. specifi~ music. 
~Several make part or all of their livelihood 10 related musical occupattons and/ or 10 teaching. 

Musicai training seems to follow predictable sequences. They grew up in a musical family or 

. ~c 'ty M sic was valued. Some showed early promise and early interest. Parents and ~ omrnum. u . 
th 'd d ouragement and access to an instrument. American-born informants were o ers provi e enc 

. . trUction on an instrUment such as ·taking piano lessons.' or 'learning 
CX[)OSC:(I to systemauc lOS . 



, , f rmal school musical 
violin in school.' In most cases, collaborators remember therr 0 f II til they 

, 1 'al music extensively and success u y un 
experiences as positive. Several studied c asslC ,.J:"erent systems. In 

, . al r learnmg twO UUl' 
were "recruited." They mentioned having tWO musIC Ives, 

. th pectations of the twO systems. 
some cases, there was a tenslOn between e ex gl fer "live" music 

. tl tated Informants stron y pre 
Certain musical preferences were conslsten y s. . h the context of 

. . ams and house parnes, were 
over recordings. T!:ey referred to dances, seSSions, J . ' I ' f . 

. . They enJoy playmg. t IS un, 
music making was more easy-going and part of a SOCial settmg. M spent hours are 

. . th possible future goals. any 
the present experience IS more Important an be l"ttle other-

. d kill e admired there seems to I 
engaged in this activity. While profiCiency an s ar, .. 

, k fl' g music rather than pracncmg. 
imposed pressure to learn or play. Collaborators spo eo p aym, h 

. . . n of a tune althoug some 
Musical repertoires are not fixed. There is no one defirunve verslo h d 

versions are better known. Thus musicians in these musical networks constantly learn, teac an 

th 1 who are then remembered 
rediscover new tunes. New tunes are collected from 0 er payers, . 
through the tunes, or may taken from recorded or printed sources. Ense~bles of all sizes from 

. . . th predictable strucnrres and 
solo to many are welcomed. The tune forms are minIature, WI 
conventions. But within these conventions, there is a range of expertise and acceptable 

approximations as well as latitude for. individual variations and personal style. . 

Several infomiants recognized the difficulty in adjusting to an aural system of musIc and the 

special requirem~nts of their advocation. Because they understand and have adapted to these 

feanrres of traditional music, they encourage their students to listen and to learn by ear. And 

since anyone who knows a tune may teach it to another musician, these teachers seemed to regard 

themselves as facilitators rather than authorities. It was assumed that the student came to this 

music willingly and took initiative for his or her own growth. The bond between student and 

teacher seems to be nurturing one. Infor.mants mentioned influential te~chers and other players 

who inspire them. They referred to their students with interest and respect. 

Transmission Within the Community 

Regardless of the route taken to their music, these musicians now function in a group of 

Irish-American or Norwegian-American • sympathizers. ' They are well regarded in their 

circles,13 serving as resource people, as teachers and in most cases as'cohesive members or 

organizers. All perform. some with several groups. All have made recordings or been recorded. 

. Collaborators spoke of a sense of belonging, a feeling of being connected to others through 

the music. The community in which they play seems to be not one, but several informal alliances 

or netw9rks of musicians, dancers; and others clustered around a certain ethnicity label. While 

the group evinces common aesthetics, values and interests, these do not seem to be overtly 

stated. but rather negotiated in interactions. The community, therefore, may be seen variously as 

13 I was surprised to find that musicians in one group knew about musicians in the other. not always. but often. 

friends who share music -- nyckelharpe players, fiddlers, ceili dancers and so forth. 

The nature of ,the music may help to crystallize these networks. In the case of Irish music, 

the~e is a mega-repertoire shared worldwide by media. However ea~h session may be widely 

i vaned according to instrumerlts, heritage, country, region, circle of friends, temperament of the 

player(s) and so forth. The repertoire is in constant flux as contemporary compositions, 

~ standards and regional variations surface and diffuse through Irish music circles. In addition to 

traditional dance music in all its modem permeations, a body of tin-pan alley favorites, assorted 

folk songs, sentimental parlor songs, harp compositions and new popular genres may emerge in 
sessions or performances. 

There are three strands of tradition, all called Norwegian dance music in the United States. 

'One form refers to older musical survivals from Scandinavia, now archaic forms, some of which 

have not survived in the mother land. Scandinavian-American tunes comprise another body of 

dance tunes. These tunes have hybridized with other ethnic musics such as German, Polish and 

Irish. A fmal category is that of Norwegian or Swedish musics as performed in those countries 

now, as living traditions. These musics include regional variations, individual interpretations and 

use of different instruments such as hardanger,nyckelharpe and fiddle in different localities. 

enyjronment 
musical family 

supportive community 
saturated listening environment 

music valued 
access to instrument (s) 

nature of the music 
accessible 

ensemble or solo 
miniature fonns 

predictable structures, conventions 
range of acceptable approximations 

attjtude 
learner takes responsibility 

others encourage 

1i..m& 
enough time 

present is enjoyed 
play not practice 

Table 4: Selected Factors in Successful Transmission 
of Irish and N Traditional Musics 

Because of the variety and amount of Irish and Norwegian musics possible, it is 

essential to regulate or limit the tunes each players needs to know to participate. Since repenoires 



evolve and players move and grow, it's imponant to have steady connections with others who 

play the same runes. Hence, the natural affinity and fonnation of networks of frien~ and 

players. . .. 
Many of these teaching and learning practices corroborate earlier research on Irish tradiuons 

01 eblen 1991). In both communities, a constellation of factors such as environment, nature of 

the music, attitude, and time accompany healthy transmission. as seen in Table 4. 

. Construction of Musical Identity 
Musical communities may be whole worlds for some players. Such "micromusics" or 

"subcultural sounds" (Slobin 1994) seem to inspire loyalty and cohesion; They include personal 

webs of contact. communities linked by perfonners or instructors as well as common 

resources. 14 Their nature -- personal, dynamic and interactive --may ensure their continuing 

existence. They seem to provide an expression of cultural identity within a dominant musical 

subculture. Yet th~se communities seem permeable. Oairns of heritage are not as imponant as 

willingness to connect and to be pan of the musical community. 

Richard March, musician and Folk Arts Coordinator for the Wisconsin Arts Board, 

commented on the impulse to afilliate with a given group of people, including ethnic associations: 

I don't think people are fully comfortable with an identity that is as general as 'I'm an 
American contemporary consumer person ' ... People look for some other facto~ that 
binds the~ to a smaller group of people that they can identify with. It may be bemg a 
woman and you like woman's music ... [Or} !'ou become a pan. o~ people who are 
interested in Irish music. Or blue grass ... You Jom a voluntary aSSOClauon. 
I think that one of thethiogs that has become a characteristic of ethnicity no~ is tha~ ~or 

European Americans they do have a choice o~ whether they want to ~bscure the~ ethniclty 
or-emphasis it. And for different psycholOgical and personal and crrcumstanual reasons 
they either choose to do it or not. 

Is ethnicity more of a choice for European Americans than for other Americans at this time? If 

so, this may explain why there can be such enthusiasm for voluntary associations. March 

discussed the place of music in marking a group. 

I think . .. that music is one communicative factor, not necessarily the dominant one, in 
some cases the dominant one. in forming groups of people. It becomes a marker for: 'I 
belong to this group of people.' In some cases, the group forms particularly because of the 
music: 'I'm a: bluegrass enthusiast so I join a bluegrass club and we're all there because we 
love bluegrass and we go to bluegrass festivals. ' 

Richard March suggests that ethnic identity may be manifested in nonmusical ways. Or an ethnic 

music may be enjoyed or tolerated as pan of a complex of factors: 

But if you're saying 'I'm Norwegian-American: maybe music isn't your main thing. 

14 Resources include radio programs. record distributors. magazines. books. newsletters.·rounds of workshops and 
annual events. 

Maybe you 're a rosemaler. Maybe you're a dancer. Maybe you just like to go to 
Norwegian ~vents and eat lutefisk ... The point is being aware of Norwegian fiddle music 
to ~ de~ee tS pan of that whole complex of saying: 'Ok I've created ... a portion of my 
SOCIal life around that. ' . , 

Panicipants in this study consider the music they playas pan of a positive social context. 

The purpose of this activity is interaction as well as individual expression. They usually referred 

to themself as either American or as both American and (Irish-American or Norwegian

American). Family - derived ethnicity was less important than chosen musical expression . 

Context and belonging, sunnier aspects of cultural identity, drew these people to their music. 

These musicians and their community networks offer music educators an example of diversity in 

: a pluralistic society and 'models of teaching that g~ beyond notes on a page. 

Patti Bronson. 
Kevin and Liz Carroll. 
Richard March. 
Rebecca Rehl. 
Maria Terres, 
Elizabeth Weis, 
Rolf Wulfsberg, 

Interviews 

St. Paul. MN. 
Chicago, IL. phone interview. 
Madison, WI. 

March 16. 1995. 
March 28, 1995, 
June 28. 1994, 
April 2. 1995. 
March 29, 1995, 
March 14 & 15, 
March 28. 1995, 

. Mount Horeb, WI. 
Milwaukee. WI. 
Minneapolis. MN. 
Madison, WI. 
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It's Not Another Teddy Bear Effort Is It? 
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one 
introduction 

.................................... 

it's not another teddy bear effort is it? 

L1 This paper looks at the issues facing a large western 
classical music organisation at the end of the 
twentieth century in the field of Community 
Educlltion. Whilst the paper takes on board my 
recent experience at the Royal Liverpool 

L2 

L3 

L4 

Philharmonic Society, it represents my personal 
views on the basis of a range of experience within the 
Community Education Field. 

The paper looks at the demands and expectations 
placed on those of us working in the field _ 

Community Education as marketing, as young 
people, as the acceptable 'face of a museum and elitist 
culture to the cultural community, and as a sop to 
funders. It looks at ways in which education can and 
should be at the hearfofthe organisation if it is to be 
a creative artistic force of any' meaning and 
significance both to its community and to itself and 
its musicians. 

It also looks at the practical constraints which guide 
and torment an ever-cleveloping and growing 
community education department whose budget is 
less than that of a music department in a secondary 
school and which represents less than one per-cent of 
turnover. 

Whilst specific in many aspects it also raises useful 
issues relevant to all those working in the field of 
Community Music. 
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two 
. the royal liverpool 

philharmonic society 

three 
background 

.................................... 

2.1 

3.1 

3.2 

bear effort is it? it's not another teddy 

The Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Society is one of 
the oldest concert giving societies in Europe. It began 
life as a group of friends singing together forming'a 
choir in 1840. Some years later they thought it would 
be nice to add an orchestra! One . hundred and fifty 

years later the Society now rims a refurbished art 
deco concert hall and has a range of resident 
ensembles, the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic 
Orchestra, the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Choir, 
the Merseyside Youth Orchestra, the Philharmonic 
Community, Gospel and Youth Choirs. It promotes 
and co-promotes an enormous diversity of music 
from the Kodo drummers to k.d.lang. The Society 
employs over 150 people and has a turnover of £6m. 

In exploring the issues which classical music 
organisations' community education departments 
and ~usicians must address we must first attempt to 
unpack the paradigm of classical music and the 
classical musician at the end of the twentieth 
century. 

Classical music as it is played and operated at the 
end of the twentieth century is a commercial 
competitive busm' ess HO 't . h' . wever 1 operates Wlt m a . 
mixed economy .. 
. ' reCelVlng considerable state subsidy 
In Europe and co . I 

mmefCla sponsorship throughout 
the ,,:orld. Whilst there are many parallel with the 
rock Industry th 

. ere are also some profound 
dIfferences. 
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The recording industry has a massive impact on the 
classical music world, although of course the vast 
majority of the repertoire is de facto old and 
marketeers therefore focus on artists rather than the 
creators of the work. 

Classical music's origins in the church, the court or 
the state coupled with the Romantic notion of creative 
artist as lonely genius have contributed to the current 
perception of it as occupying an hegemonal and 
elitist place in an overall historical value system 
which places it higher than any other music. 

One only has to look at the funding system to see .that 
this still imbues current thinking. Opera and 
symphony orchestras still receive the vast bulk of the 
Arts Council of Engrand's music grant. 

Classical orchestral musicians and ' their 
managements take these received notions as truth 
and believe that classical music is somehow set apart 
from its social, historical, cultural or even musical 
history. In the case of the musicians they feel that 
they have a 'quality prod\lct' to 'sell' which' has 
spiritual and higher qualities. The notion of 
exclusivity is in the very substance of the music's 
performance and presentation, although many might 
argue not within the mus.ic itself. The fact that 
players still wear and largely audiences still want 
them to wear servants' attire, tail-coats is a metaphor 
for its history with a nice irony that the servants 
now see themselves as the masters! 

Managements, as musicians refer to them, are often 
equally at home with this history and sell the product 
accordingly. The words, 'prestige, class, exclusivity, 
quality, gold' appear in many brochures as do 
adverts for top of the range cars and sponsors are 
sought on this basis. and play to it. 
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fi . al classica1 musicians learn an Most pro esslon . 
. t f m an early age, go th,rough a senes of mstrumen ro 

I m· a range of youth orchestras and exams, pay " 
bl d develop their own umque sound. This ensem es an 

sound is almost' entirely used to recreate the work of 
composers other than themselves. The strong creative 
link of performing your own material so common to 

traditional, popular, jazz musics is alien to most 
. classical musicians. The subtleties of musicianship 
which are inordinate are used to give a unique but 
minutely differentiated perfonnance of someone 

else's work. 

The nmdamental belief, which we as community 
musicians all share, that everyone can make music 
undermines the very foundations of classical music 
and its received history of exclusivity. Given the 
competitive nature of the 8ritish education system 
and the nature of classical music education around 
the world, the orchestral musician feels his or her 
uniqueness threatened by such a notion. The 
majority still feel that they are special and that 
others should come to see, hear and experience their 
performance. This is even more true of soloists and 
conductors whose agents revel in the unique, special, 
rare, uclusive and 'resulting ezpensive nature of the 
business. 

However all is not rosy. Every survey of classical 
music audiences throughout the world shows the 
audience to be, well-off, ageing and diminishing in 
size. Whilst it might be argued that audiences for 
classical music have always been so, the most solid 
of classical music organisations is now extremely 
worried by this. 

With the development of the historically informed 
movement, performing ever more recent music 
including even Brahms. and Smetana with ene~gy 
excitement, power and Some claim to greater 
authenticity and th I . . e reca cltrance of most orchestras 
to commit to new music we have the situation where 

most are left playing. a limited repertoire of pieces 
from 1820 - 1940. 

3.12 Many orchestras also face severe financial crises. 
The well-publicised collapse. of certain U.S. 
Orchestras will doubtless be followed by similar 
,situations in Europe. 

3.13 All of this, coupled with the developing activity of 
community arts / arts in the community / outreach 
and a developing agenda from funders, not least the 
local authorities led many to question the viability of 
classical music organisations. To a lesser extent 
some musicians themselves were unhappy with the 
position feeling that playing Tchaikovsky's Fifth 
Symphony for the hundredth time was somehow 
missing the ~oint. 

3.14 All of these factors contribute to the way in which 
most orchestras undertake education in a rather 
confused half-hearted way. Education as desperation 
to find new audiences, education as sexy one-off 
projects to give classical musicians 'some sense of 
place, education as pushing the art-fonn by finally 
encouraging them to create their own work, 
education as a sop to funders tired of the subsidy
intensive classical music. 
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The Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Society 

Community Education Department was created in . 
1989. whilst surprisingly late . in the history of arts 

in the community in Britain it was amongst the first 
symphony orchestras .to do so. It came about becau~e 
the Arts Council of Great Britain as it was then and 
Merseyside Arts one of the then twelve Regional Arts 

Associations provided a grant towards the creation of 
a post. The pressure therefore was external. The key 

issue was to get someone iIi to shake up the thinking 
to create a stimulus 'and focal point for reconsidering . 
the role' of the 'phil' in the community. Seven years 
on we.now have a team of people working across the 
society as follows: 

AalOciation 

~ Graham Fitkin 

ArtiJtii: &: Community 

~ 
Director 

Duncan Fr_r 
~ Conductor in 

A •• ociation Department 

I 
Paul McGrath Administrator 

L)'IlJIe Dawson 

I l 
Community LiUIOD 

Officer CommUnity Education 
Chris Sprilllll Officer 

Phillip. Reive 

II 

I 

-
I 

--
--
--
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The budget in 9617 is £150,000 including salaries but 
excluding orchestra costs for Community Education 
Concerts, the RLPS contributing £100k and other 
sources including earned income about £50k. 

The original 1989 policy statement was as follows; 

4.3.1 ·to develop the RLPO as an educational and 
community resource . serving Merseyside and . 
other areas. The work will be undertaken to 
the highest standards and will form an 
integral part of the artistic profile, ambitions 
and programmes of the Society 

4.3.2 to initiate a varied programme of work 
providing opportunities to individuals and 
groups to experience, participate and be 
. practically involved in musical events and 
activities to which they might not have access 
normally, paying particular attention to 
people with special needs, but using th~ 
musicians of the rlpo as well as other 
musicians and artists 

4.3.3 to devise projects that are skill-building, 
having long-term residual results both for 
individuals, communities and groups within 
communities. To devise projects that are 
developmental and long-term rather than . 
short-term experiences for those participating 

4.3.4 to devise a training strategy for members of 
the orchestra which will extend their skills, 
enabling them to communicate even more 
effectively and give the freedom to be creators 
as well as interpreters 

4.3.5 to forge strategic alliances with other 
agencies working in the same field and with 
local authorities, local arts organisations and 
regional and national funding bodies 

The overall Mission and aims of the society and 
department are now as follows;-

4.4.1 RLps Mjssjon statement 

We aim to provide for all a vibrant world
class symphony orchestra with associated 
ensembles and an outstanding arts and 
entertainments venue in order to encourage 
and enable equal access and personal and 
community education and development and 
to further the artistic reputation of Merseyside 
and the North West . 
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4.4.2 Commnnity E.dllC8tjgD Department Mjssion 
Statement 

Artistic 

To plan and implement an artistic policy for 
the Society and its resident ensembles within 
the UK 

Community 

To create opportunities for artistic, personal 
and community development by enabling 
people to participate in, enjoy and understand 
the process and product of the arts ' 

4.4.3 Community Education Department Objectives 

Artistic 

To undertake the strategic management of 
the longer term artistic planning for the ' 
Society and its resident ensembles 
(RLPO,RLPC,MYO,CC,GC,YC) 

To plan and negotiate orchestra engagements 
for the RLPO and its resident ensembles 
within the UK ; 

, To .take responsibility for the engagement of 
artists and negotiation of contracts for UK 
engagements 

Community 

To manage ~e overall strategic direction of 
the CommunIty Education initiatives 

To undert;ake .strategic ~eative projects in 
p=ership ~th local authorities and other 
~kill Ib:nd pnvate bodi~s, which build the 

. 8e Of. all those mvolved, focussing on 
particu1ar chent groups 

To promote a range f' . . ' 
which provide for ~ l!lnovative projects 
community d I artiStic, personal and 

eve opment 

I 

--
I 
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The department undertakes the following activities: 

4.5.1 Community Choir 

A non auditioned choir comprising adults, 
'bathroom Pavarottis' who were told they 
couldn't sing at school! Rehearsing 
fortnightly in different venues around 
Liverpool they perform in a range of venues 
including Philharmonic Hall. 

4.5.2 Gospel Choir 

The Gospel Choir was formed out of a pilot 
project. Taster workshops were set up in the 
community and a ~hoir was fonned which 
worked for several months culminating in a 
performance with the Royal Liverpool 
Philharmonic Orchestra which brought 
Isaiah Jackson and Alvin Parris III from the 
US who had worked on 'gospel at the 
symphony' there. The project raised lots of 
issues which will be addressed later. Its 
success has led to the creation of a permanent 
ensemble. 

4.5.3' Youth Choir 

Over six hundred and fifty young people, 
aged 8 - 12, applied to take part in a pilot 
singing .course. The success of this and a 
subsequent course has resulted in us setting 
up the choir permanently. 

4.5.4 Rehearsal yjsits 

Aimed at young people discovering what 
happens at an orchestral rehearsal. A player 
or other artist works with them to create their 
own work based on what they have seen. 
Targeted at 8 - 12 year olds. Those who attend 
receive advance preparation packs which 
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include worksheets and evaluation fonns 

h· h are collated after the event. w IC . 

4.5.5 Schools' Concerts 

Innovative and ground breaking these 

concerts are specifically designed for schools' 

partjes. We have commissioned 
·choreography, animation and music for these 
award winning concerts. Those who attend 

are provided with a term-long scheme of work 
which enables us to improve the strategic 

impact of attendance at the actual event. 

4.5.6 Sounds Aliye' 

A Saturday morning concert for families 
promoting a range of different musics. 

4.5.7 Late Licence 

A strategic three year project bringing lllder 
people together with players from the 

. orchestra to make music together. . 

4.5.8 CommunitY Liaison 

The interface between a large arts 
organisation and community groups. 

4.5.9 Repertoire Projectl! 

Creative projects baaed around pieces the 
orchestra are perfOrming, mostly 
comm·issioned works. 

4.5.10 Newslettet.. 

Copy attached. 

--
--ill ,.. 
--
--
--
---,. 
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5.1 

5.2 

5.3 

5.4 
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4.5.11 Publications 

A range of publications is being created for 
schools. 

4.5.12 Technology 

Research into ways in which new technology 

can help us reach wider communities. 

The philosophy of the original department like many 
such departments throughout Britain was warm 
liberal! It somehow thought that those people 
traditionally denied access to the arts through race, 
class, gender, disability could be touched by a n~w 
way of working and descriptions of projects often 
tended to the 'it changed his life'. 

This paternalistic approach might be characterised 
around the country as 'outreach'. Lurking not far 
beneath the surface was always the tension within 
the organisation of what are we doing with these 
people surely education is about young people and 
bums on se~ts. The marketing dilemma. 
Thankfully the world has moved on. 

The fundamental belief that we are all artists 
imbues all the work but does bring problems for some 
musicians who continue to see education work as a 
means of raising their and the society's own profile, 
playing 'to' people, or teaching individual 
instrumental lessons, rather than making music 
with others. 

Some pioneers in the field, Peter Renshaw and Peter 
Weigold at the Guildhall College of Music were 
amongst the first to work with classical musicians 
believing that in order to 'reach out you must first 
reach in and connect with their own creativity'. 
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. .' I d programme of training and re-
This mvo ve a . ' .. . 

. . d' luded musicians nnproVlsmg - a tnumng an mc ., . . 
h . hock to any claSSIcal musIcIan SlOce life s attenng s . 

the eighteenth century, to compose, ~ move, to wn~ 
and to develop workshop leading skills. Developmg 
a portfolio of skills many were then equipped to 
make music with people for whom the whole notion of 

musi~ making is foreign. The training and 
retraining of members of orchestras has been central 

to the work. 

Many of us working in education departments are 
unable actually to use our own musicians due to the 
labyrinthine vagaries of ·their contract and frankly 
in m~y cases prefer to use outsiders who have a far 
better understanding of the issues of arts in the 
community and a far more flexible approach. 

-• 
-
II 
I 

II 
I 
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6.1 

it's not another teddy bear effort is it? 

The following diagram shows some of the pressures 
and attitudes from the orchestra towards the 
community education department. 

the quality of the product 
is just not good enough to 
be on the same stage as 

the orchestra 

we don't get enough 
funding to worry about ",---pt 

why bother with old 
people we have enough in 

our audience? those things 

.what can we do in 
community education to 

justify our local authority 
funding? 

6.2 

education is about getting 
young people' in, so that 
we have an audience in 
the future and we still 

have a 'ob 

The RLPS has been the first symphony orchestra to 
put the product of Community Education devised 
work on the 'main stage', most work normally 
being shared in either community venue or before 
the main concert in the foyer. We have used the 
opportunity to make a statement about the value of the 
work by putting it into the series of concerts which 
the orchestra and audience value most. highly. This 
brings enormous risks. The orchestra feels that the 
level of performance is 'amateur' and refuses to be 
flexible in its rehearsal patterns fulfilling the 
stereotype of refusing to finish the last twenty bars of 
a piece as the session had' ended leaving over a 
hundred participants confused and shocked. 
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Despite seven years ~f work the impact on the . 
organisation is still small; even though the 
department has won awards for its work the board 

and chief executive still tolerate rather than celebrate 
the work, the orchestra broadly feels that we should 
be encouraging young people to come to concerts and 

. would actually prefer to see the education budget in 

their own pockets. 

All of these things can be seen as a manifestation of 
unease about change, The view is that the orchestra 

is central to what we do and the 'jewel in the crown' 

and that therefore all education should be about 
developing audiences and profile for them. 

• • • • 
--
--
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7.1 

it's not another teddy bear effort is it? 

The following are questions which are constantly in 
the mind of the community education department 

how can we maximise' 
our resources? how can 'we be more 

strategic? 

do the musicians have the 
community development 

skills? 

we get £l.4m of public 
subsidy, how can we 
involve all those who 

contributed? 

how can we work with the 
local authority to provide 

service? . 

what impact is the 
.departmental culture 

having on the 
organisation? 

how can we contribute to 
the development of the 

arts themselves? 

how cim we encourage 
all to particjpate in the 

arts? 

how can we train and 
retrain musicians? 

can we get the musicians 
released from the . 

schedule and can we 
afford to pay for their 
cover or should we use 

other ar:tists? 

how can we be more 
c9mmunity responsive? 

7.2 The fact is that the community education department 
constantly compromises its desires and ambitions by 
the realities of history and possibility. Constantly 
pushing itself to question whether 'a project is really 
strategic, whether it isn't better suited to another 
organisation and trying to find ways in which we 
can derive benefit and added value from the 
enormous musical skills ~e orchestras has, whilst 
broadening these skills and' resisting the temptation 
simply to buy better people in from outside. 
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The relatively simple notion of a commuility music 
worker setting up a project with a youth group" 
allowing the group to define itself and to make 
music and art is as far from the complexities of 
education for an orchestra as can be imagined. 

7.4 What then is the real value of an orchestra? What is 
it for? What does it and its value system connote now 
to the community? We all know the profiles of the 
average audience and with ever more sophisticated 
direct marketing mor.e and more people ' are 
approached and successfully converted to trying 
concerts. But what do they really get when they tum 
up to the concert. An average performance of a piece 
most classical music attenders have heard before 
and let's face it could probably hear better on 'a 
recording. 

7.5 What about the development of the art itself? With the 
advent of the new English national curriculum and 
the equity between musics and between performing, 
composing and evaluating we , may all be in for a 
very different type of performer and audience in the 
future. How will the monolith respond? Will it take ' 
the bankruptcy of one to change perceptions or will 
the lotte!)' perpe~te the old order? '. 

7.6 You may wonder'why the author. bothers working for 
such an organisation at alI! Well two r~asons. They 
are a passion for communicating the joy of music 
making and the scope of the operation. Changing 
perceptions of musicians about themselves and their 
role maki h ' , ng a p enomenal potential resource 
respo . 

nBlve to community need, the excitement of that 
rare but transl:-! . u.ung concert and the power and 
~c of people making their own art for the first 
time all continue to get me out of bed. . 
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8.1 

it's not another teddy bear effort is it? 

Since writing the bulk of this paper I have been 
appointed Director of a new Centre for the 
Performing Arts in Bristol in the South West of 
England. This will be the product of a large lottery 
bid along with its colleague organisations; a 
children's hands-on science museum and the world's 
first interactive zoo. "have been writing the centre's 
artistic vision and community education plan which 
is currently out to a wide community consultation 
and hav.e therefore been focussing clearly on the 
differences between a building which will host 
artists and community education work and an 
orchestra. My views therefore about orchestras are 
now clearer. Unless they change they will be an 
elegant part of our liistory. I care passionately about 
outstanding performances of Bruckner but equally 
important i the central idea of arts organisations as 
resources to the whole community, for ironicaIly it is 
there that the most interesting developments in the 
art itself is happening. No longer isolated 8nor~ed 
guitarists in bedrooms, but fascinating collage, post
techno netted projects making music across the ' 
spectrum. 

Duncan Fraser 
Artistic and Community Direc.tor 
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic . Society 
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Biographies 

DUNCAN FRASER 

Duncan Fraser is currently located at the junction of the M6 and M5 as he is 
to take up the post of Director of the new 71 million pound Bristol Centre for 
the Performing Arts the day the Conference finishes and is currently Artistic 
and Community Director of the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Society. His 
previous experience includes Arts Development Officer for a Local Authority 
and Assistant Director for Merseyside Arts - one of the then twelve regional 
arts associations. He has worked to bridge the gulf between the arts and the 
community, between arts organisations and community artists and between 
schedules and creativity! 

JULIA WINTERSON 

JUlia Winterson is Senior Lecturer in Performing Arts at Huddersfield 
Technical College. She is currently undertaking D Phil research at York 
University with John Paynter on the educational projects of orchestras and 
opera companies, and has had work published on London Sinfonietta and 
Opera North. As a lecturer she has worked on many music and multi-media 
education projects as part of the Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival. 

HUIB SCHIPPERS 

Huib Schippers has over twenty years of experience with world music and 
multicultural music education. With a background in performance, education, 
journalism, and business, he was responsible for setting up the first world 
music school in Amsterdam. He is presently employed on a full-time basis in 
arts education, as head of the world music department of the Amsterdam 
Music School, and in charge of world music projects at LOKY, the 
Netherlands Institute for Arts Education. From this position he has supported 
the development of world music schools and projects throughout the 
Netherlands, and done research into music education in non-Western musics 
in Europe, the United States, Africa and Asia. Huib Schippers organised the 
First International Symposium on Teaching World Music in the Netherlands in 
1992, from which an active international network came into being, resulting in 
extensive exchange of projects and ideas, a quarterly Newsletter, and two 
more symposiums (Basel 1993; Rotterdam 1995). 
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KARl VEBLEN 

Kari Veblen is a music education consultant based in the Midwest, USA She 
generates integrated curriculum for the Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra ACE 
(Arts in Community Education) Program and works with other state and 
national organizations. Kari Veblen holds a doctorate in curriculum and 
instruction (music education) with a minor in ethnomusicology from UW
Madison and has taught music at elementary and university levels. 

An enduring fascination with traditional transmission and world musics has 
taken her to Ireland, Scotland, Brittany, India, Indonesia and Scandinavia. In 
addition to journal articles, Kari Veblen is co-author of Sound Ways of 
Knowing : Music in the Interdisciplinary Curriculum (with Janet R. Barrett and 
Claire W. McCoy, Shirmer, anticipated 1997). 

Kari Veblen serves on the ISME Commission on Community Music Activity, 
as Chair for the Society for Ethnomusicology's Education Committee and as 
Research Chair for the Wisconsin Music Educators. 

J. BRYAN BURTON 

Bryan Burton is Associate Professor of Music Education at West Chester 
University of Pennsylvania in the Unites States where he teaches multicultural 
music education and instrumental music education. He is the author of 
MOVING WITHIN THE CIRCLE: CONTEMPORARY NATIVE MUSIC AND 
DANCE and WHEN THE EARTH WAS LIKE NEW: WESTERN APACHE 
SONGS AND STORIES, contributing author to MULTICULTURAL 
PERSPECTIVES IN MUSIC EDUCATION, MAKING CONNECTIONS: 
MULTICULTURAL TRADITIONS AND THE NATIONAL STANDARDS IN 
MUSIC EDUCATION, and GETTING STARTED WITH TEACHING 
MULTICULTURAL MUSIC. In addition, Dr. Burton has contributed lessons to 
numerous teaching anthologies and published articles in numerous 
professional journals. He has presented workshops and lecturers at music 
education conferences in the United States, Europe, Asia, and Australia. 

Dr. Burton (of mixed Euro-American and Choctaw-Caddo descent) spends 
time each years living and working among the Native Peoples of North 
America gathering materials on the music and culture. 
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GUIDO BIMBERG 

German Musicologist, Professor of Music History and Music Education 

Studied Musicology, Music Education, Literature, Art History, Theater at 
Martin Luther University Halle-Wittenberg, at Theater Highschool Leipzig and 
Walter Felsenstein Seminar Berlin. Ph.D. Dessertation "Dramaturgy of the 
handel Operas" 1979. Research Fellowship in Baltic, Central Asian, 
Kaukasian, Russian , Sibirian and Ukrainian archives 1979-80. Habilitation 
(Dr habil.) with ''The Opera in 18th century Russian Musical Theatre" 1981. 
Start of Teaching at universities 1978, Lecturer Halle Univ. 1979, Reader 
1982, Visting Prof. Havanna Univ. 1983-86, Chair Professor of Music History 
Martin Luther Halle Univ. since 1985, he teaches at Dortmund since 1995. 

Guest lecturer series in all European countries and in USA, Canada, 
Australia, New Zealand, Japan, Hong Kong, South-Korea, China, Taiwan, 
Singapore, Philippines. 

He is running several Music socieities and Music festivals in Germany and is 
member of the Board of Directors of international societies, i.e. President of 
International Mons Serenus Soc. For Interdisciplinary Studies, Vice-Presient 
Int. Fasch Soc., Vice-President Int. Andreas Werckmeister Soc., Vice
President German Musicological Society, a.o.Memberships: Int. Musicological 
Soc. IMS, American Musicological Soc. AMS, Royal Musical Assn., American 
Handel Soc., London Handel Institute, Int. Soc. Contemp. Music. 

His Pubis. include books on musicology and music education as well as 
music education books like The Wonderful Sound (1985 in German, 1988 in 
English, French, 1989 Spanish, 1990, Slovakian), La musique en activite 
(1985), Music Theater for children series 1987 - 94, Introducing Music (1989), 
more than 100 articles in major mus. Journals. 

MARTIN BARRETT 

Martin Barrett is a lecturer in Music education at the Royal Irish Academy of 
Music, Dublin and head of music at Ard Scoil Ris Boys Secondary School, 
Limerick. Having graduated from University College, Cork with a B.A, B. Mus. 
And a H.Dip in Education, he continued his postgraduate research at the 
University of Hull and Trinity College of Music, London with a PhD. in the 
evolution and development of Music Education in Ireland. 

He studied orchestral and choral conducting with George Hurst, Michael 
Brown, Michael Tilson Thomas and he is choirmaster for the United Nations 
Youth Choir for Ireland. Martin is artistic consultant to the Irish Peace 
Institute at the University of Limerick. He has lectured widely on music 



education and his reputation as a conductor and adjudicator is rapidly 
emerging. Martin takes up a position with the Department of Education in 
teacher-inservice and training in September. 

TIM SWINGLER 

Tim Swingler trained in social psychology and as a teacher, and also studied 
criminology in Holland and Germany. He became involved in community 
music in Bristol in 1980 and moved to Norfolk as development co-ordinator for 
the Norwich Community Music Project, organising and running workshops in 
prisons, schools, with pre-school, youth and elderly groups, and a range of 
'special needs' organisations. He is one of the founding members of the 
National Community Music Association in the UK. Having assisted with the 
establishment of the Soundbeam Project in 1990, he now oversees a growing 
network of users in seventeen countries, and has given papers and 
workshops on Sound beam at conferences in the United States, Canada, 
Denmark, Estonia, Spain, Italy, Australia, Japan, Sweden, France and the 
Netherlands. As well as the Soundbeam Project's own training and workshop 
programme, in April 1995, he collaborated with Paul Wright of Sonic Arts 
Network to organise Soundability, a residential 5-day training conference 
covering all aspects of music technology for special needs. The course was 
successfully repeated in 1996. He lives in Norfolk with his wife and five 
children. 

PHIL MULLEN 

Phil Mullen is an Irish musician based in London. He has been a full-time 
community musician for 11 years. Main areas of work have been with youth, 
homeless people and since 1992 working with offenders. He has also done a 
lot of work in schools and with people with learning difficulties. 

In 1990 Phil set up a 2 year part time Certificate in Music Workshop Skills in 
Goldsmiths College in London and has been training students there since 
then . This year he has run training for people working in Norwegian prisons 
and has done training in Ireland. 

This year Phil set up the 4 Corners Project, a group of performers and 
workshop leaders from 4 continents who are working together exploring their 
respective cultures and devising projects with community groups. 
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ELIZABETH OEHRLE 

Honorary r:nemb~r of South African Music Educators' Society; Council for 
Resea~ch. In MusIc Education; International Society of Music Education's 
Commission on Community Music Activity; coordinator of Durban Community 
A~s P.rogramme (UKUSA); author of numerous publications including A New 
Dlrectl~n f~r South African Music Education; editor of The Talking Drum for 
pr~motlng Intercultural education through music; professor of music, 
University of Natal. 

HELEN PHELAN 

Helen Phelan is co-ordinator for Music Education Outreach at the Irish World 
Music Centre, University of Limerick and Head of Music at Glenstal Abbey 
School, Limerick. A graduate of University College Cork (B.A., B.Mus., H.Dip. 
Education) Helen completed an M.A. on Group Processes in Education at 
University College, Galway and is currently researching for a PHD. under 
Professor Micheal 0 Suilleabhain at the Universtiy of Limerick. 

Helen has designed the Diploma in Music Education accepted by the 
University of Limerick in May, 1996. She was also commissioned by the Irish 
World Music Centre to write their vision document for a proposed College of 
Performing Arts and to project-lead the creation of a CD ROM programme of 
same. As co-ordinator of Music Education Outreach at the Irish World Music 
Centre, her work involves the networking of schools, youth clubs and 
community groups around a model of interactive performance opportunities. 

ANDREW PEGGIE 

Andrew Peggie is the current Chair of Sound Sense, the National Association 
for musicians working in the community. He has extensive experience in the 
field, as a practitioner (composer and animateur), project manager, 
commentator and assessor. He has just completed a major training 
document for the London Arts Board, examining the issues concerning 
visiting musicians working in schools. 
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DAVID ELLIOT 

David Elliott is Professor of Music and Chair of Graduate Studies in Music 
Ed~cation ~t th~ University of Toronto, Canada. He has also taught at 
Indlan~ Unr~erslty, Northwestern University, the University of North Texas and 
the Unr~erslty ~f.~ape Town as a Visiting Professor of Music. During 1996-
97 he will be VIsiting Professor of Music at the Irish World Music Centre, 
University of Limerick. He is the author of "Music Matter: A New Philosophy 
of Music Education" (Oxford: 1995) and an award-winning 
composer/arranger who has several works in publication with Boosey and 
Hawkes. 

TONY HAYNES 

Tony Haynes was born (and still lives) in London, and holds music degrees 
from Oxford and Nottingham Universities. He started playing in local dance
bands at the age of 13, and went on to work as a jazz/night club pianist in 
various parts of Europe. Throughout the 70s he worked extensively in British 
Regional and touring theatre and dance companies (including the Royal 
Shakespeare Company), providing original musical scores for countless 
theatrical productions; and he set up his first independent group RedBrass, 
which toured widely, recorded and broadcast from 1975-78. 

He was a co-founder of Grand Union in 19834. He acts as artistic director of 
the Company, and is responsible for writing all its original music, setting up 
new initiatives and producing the large-scale projects; he has written over a 
dozen original works for Grand Union (notably Jelly Roll Soul, The Song of 
Many Tongues, Freedom Calls, If Music Could .. . and Song lines), most of 
which have been recorded. Latest projects include Prastutikaran, exploring 
Indian music, and Dancing in the Flames (featuring about 100 performers 
from different cultural groups in North London), commissioned for the London 
International Jazz Festival in November 1995. 

He is currently engaged on a major project (Par Mares do Imaginario) 
involving Lisbon-based musicians, largely from Portuguese-speaking Africa, 
to tour the UK and other European countries in late 1996. He travels as 
widely as possible, discovering and working with new musicians, and meeting 
fresh challenges, and is very excited about current projects in Australia. 



DAVID PRICE 

David Price is Director of Learning at the Liverpool Institute for Performing 
Arts, which opened in 1996 and offers undergraduate programme in Music, 
Acting, Dance, Enterprise Management, Community Arts, Performance 
Design and Sound Technology. He is the chair of the ISME Commission for 
Community Music Activity for the biennium 1994-96, and has been a 
commission member since 1990. Before taking up his post at L1PA, he was 
Head of School at the Arden School of Theatre and Head of Performing Arts 
at City College, Manchester. Some time in the dark and distant past he was a 
pop musician and songwriter for numerous bands for about 12 years before 
taking a degree and getting a proper job as a community musician. Since 
then he has managed to combine community outreach with more formal 
education , and the rest is hysteria. 

JULIET RUSSELL & SAPHENA AZIZ 

Juliet Russell and Sephena Aziz are both professional singers and directors 
of Sense of Sound Vocal Agency and Sense of Sound Workshops. 

As agents they currently represent 35 singers throughout the U.K. 
Specialising in female vocals, they provide singers for live work, recording , 
television and video. 

As workshop tutors Sense of Sound has a positive and innovative approach 
to music education. Through their a cappella singing workshops they provide 
an introduction to musical styles from African to contemporary pop, soul and 
funk. As well as running their own courses, they teach in schools, colleges, 
theatres, arts centres and community centres. 
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